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Welcome
Pat Merrick, Chairman of
Monaghan Network of
Tidy Towns Groups &
Residents Assocations

I feel it is appropriate that the opening words of this
Handbook be ones of thanks – to all the volunteers who
give of their time and energy to make our communities
better places in which to live; to the organisations and
businesses which support the work of community
groups, whether it be through sponsorship, lending staff
time, or doing their bit to keep their premises looking
tidy; and to Monaghan County Council for the countless
ways in which they support communities every day. One
such support provided by the Council is the organisa-
tional and administrative help behind the Tidy Towns
and Residents Associations Network. I would particular-
ly like to thank Carol Lambe of the Office of Community
& Enterprise and Moira Kelly and Nial O Connor of the
Environment Section, for the many hours they have put
in to developing this very practical and useful network.

As Tidy Towns groups and Residents Associations, what
we are doing is in effect taking care of our community.
We see where things are going wrong, and we get what-
ever people as may be necessary involved in rectifying it.
Some days this might mean alerting the Council to a

dangerous stretch of road; sometimes it maymean notic-
ing that an older person isn’t caring for their garden like
they used to, and alerting the elder care services that
help is needed.

We are the guardians of our community. We see all
(although the National Tidy Towns judges see more!!),
and we try to put it right. Some might think that we are
about flowerpots and litter and improving our score in
the national competition, but we know it’s about more
than that. The national competition may provide a focus
for our work from year to year, and occasionally some
recognition for our efforts, but behind the flowers and
the tidy verges is the real reason we go out day after day
to mow lawns, dig weeds, clear rubbish and plant trees:
we want people to enjoy living in our community.

A large part of being happy where you live is in feeling
that you are accepted and liked by your neighbours; that
you belong. This is the bedrock of community spirit,
which keeps a community going in the tough times and
makes the good times even better.

My challenge to you is this:are we doing all we can to fos-
ter that sense of belonging, to strengthen the communi-
ty spirit in our areas?

� How many people get involved in our work, or
come out to support their community in some way?

� When was the last time we welcomed new members
into our group – and did they stay? Did they feel
valued? Were their new ideas welcome?



So here’s the challenge for 2008: we must work together
to come up with innovative ideas which will catch the
public imagination and encourage them to play their
part.

Let’s:
� make a conscious effort to expand our core

committee
� review our current plans to allow new ideas to be

included, so that new people feel valued build
linkages with the various organisations in our
community, all of whom have some thing to offer:
� the youth groups
� the schools
� the older people’s clubs
� the women’s associations
� the local heritage group
� the community centre or hall committee
� are we including those with disabilities, those who

may be unable to work out side the home, the carers?
They all have something to give to our communities.

� put in place new structures to link each of these to
our core committee, and to appoint a core member to
liaise with each partner group, so that ideas flow and
relationships build.

As a network, we have made a start in the past few years
to put together the support groups need in order to get
more involved, such as identifying the new housing
estates, registering with the Volunteer Bureau and
preparing this information handbook. Let’s make this
handbookmark the start of something innovative; some-
thing that builds on our very solid foundation, and works
towards building something very special, for everyone to
enjoy for many generations to come.

Cllr Gary Carville,Mayor,
Monaghan County
Council, and Town
C o u n c i l l o r ,
Castleblayney Town
Council

One of the pleasures of serving as a public representative
in Co. Monaghan is the way my position brings me into
contact every day with people who are making positive
changes in their communities for the good of all. I have
long been in awe of the selfless spirit of Co. Monaghan’s
volunteers – nonemore so than those whowork on envi-
ronmental projects.

Being a County Councillor, I am acutely aware of the cost
to the Council of maintaining public spaces, keeping
streets litter and weed free, dealing with dereliction and
the many other issues which face the Council every day. I
am very thankful therefore to the tremendous work

which is done by the voluntary groups of Co.Monaghan,
whose work in a very real way saves the Council money.
For a Council such as Monaghan County Council, where
we have little cash to spare from year to year, the support
of voluntary groups is vital, and ensures that we can get
best use out of the funds that we have.

The Council recognises that maintaining our towns and
villages is a partnership between those charged with
looking after them and those who live there. As are the
members of this Network, the Council is dedicated to
improving the environment in which we all live, and we
recognise the importance of co-operation to achieve
what none of us could hope to do alone.

I hope that this Handbook will provide guidance and
support to groups, and thus play its part in ensuring that
we continue to enjoy a very successful partnership
between Council and community as guardians of the
environment.

II. Purpose of this Handbook

The purpose of this Handbook is to provide Tidy Towns
and Residents Associations, and other groups with an
interest in improving the physical environment in Co.
Monaghan, with the information about supports and
opportunities available to them that they may need to
enable them to achieve their goals.

The main focus of the Handbook is on the supports and
services which are available locally. It also provides infor-
mation on a range of subjects which has been collated
by the Network over the past six years, including insur-
ance issues, gardening tips, and how to complete the
National Tidy Towns competition application form.

A second Handbook, prepared by the The National Tidy
Towns, is available as a PDF for download at
www.tidytowns.ie, or by contacting the Department of
Enviroment, Heritage & Local Government and request-
ing they post out a copy. It gives guidance on setting up
effective groups to tackle a wide range of improvement
projects.

A list of the subjects covered in the National Handbook is
included in Appendix G of this Handbook.

Because this help is available,we don’t aim to duplicate it
in this handbook. You should instead find in this hand-
book the local information you need for each of the
chapters covered by the national handbook.

4
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CHAPTER 1
ABOUT COUNTY MONAGHAN TIDY TOWNS & RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATIONS’ NETWORK



1.1 WHO WE ARE

County Monaghan Tidy Towns & Residents Associations
Network is made up of approx. 100 groups from all
around the county which all have one aim in common: to
improve the physical environment in which we live.

Any group which shares this aim is welcome to join1.
Membership is free.

We were formed in 2001, as part of the establishment of
community structures to feed into the new County
Development Board and Community Forum. This was
part of a move to reform local government, and ensure
that the people whose lives are affected by an organisa-
tion’s decisions are present at the table when the deci-
sions are being made.

The 2008 member organisations are included in
Appendix H.
If your group is not on this list, then we don’t know about
you! Please contact Monaghan Community Forum, who
will then forward your details to us.We can then include
you in any mailshots etc we are carrying out.

1.2 WHAT IS NETWORKING?

Networking is about people working on similar projects
coming together to share their experiences and learn
from one another. Networking enables groups to
exchange information and ideas, and to discuss issues of
common concern. Often solutions to these issues are
easier to achieve at county level rather than by an indi-
vidual group.

Being part of a network gives each group the authority of
a county structure behind them when they speak. This
makes a network a very effective way to lobby for
change,or tomake an input into decision-making or con-
sultations on plans and programmes.

What is Networking ?

Networking is the process that happens when people
use their connections to exchange:
� Ideas
� Information
� Opinions
� Experience
� Resources
� Knowledge

What are the benefits of belonging to a Network ?
� To provide opportunities for information sharing and

problem solving
� To work together to address common issues
� To work together to address common problems

� To encourage and develop joint project work
� To avoid overlap and duplication
� To encourage links with other Networks and

Organisations
� To highlight the needs of groups
(from County Monaghan Partnership)

1.2 What we Do

The Network meets approximately six times a year.A typ-
ical meeting includes:

� presentations from Monaghan County Council staff
on schemes/ programmes of interest to groups

� talks by experts on topics identified by the member
groups, such as safety, wildlife, lawn maintenance,
how to complete the application form for the
National Tidy Towns competition etc.

� open forum for members to raise issues of concern
which they would like the network to discuss or act on

Meetings are practical, and have a direct benefit to those
who attend.

We also provide a link to the other community groups in
Co Monaghan, and into decision-making structures such
as Monaghan County Council’s Strategic Policy
Committees,Monaghan County Development Board and
the new Integrated Local Development Committee.

The Network is one of ten networks which feed into the
umbrella structure of Monaghan Community Forum (see
Chapter 1.5). The Forum’s job is to provide a structure
through which the community & voluntary sector may
be consulted on decisions affecting the people of Co
Monaghan. The Tidy Towns & Residents’ Associations
Network has two seats on the Executive Committee of
the Forum.

6
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‘Tidy Towns Network’ box.Your details are automatically forwarded to us.
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1.3 Work to Date

Over the past six years, the Network has:

� organised a bus tour to Newtowncashel & Keadue (All
Ireland Tidy Towns winners)

� organised a bus tour to Tallanstown and Knockabbey
Gardens

� organised a walking tour of Carrickmacross Tidy
Towns projects

� produced an audit of themes used by Tidy Towns
groups around the county

� addressed the issue of insurance and negotiated a
reduced cost policy for members

� accessed €117,000 from the Peace II Task Force
towards the provision of:
� street furniture
� signage

� mature trees and hedging plants
� production of town plans
� establishment of wildlife gardens

These were disbursed to groups around the county.

The Group has a three year Development Plan in place
for the years 2007-2009. The main elements of the 2007
workplan were to:

� carry out an audit of new housing developments
around the county and to seek to support new estate
management groups

� produce a handbook of information which would be
of help to new groups

The workplan for 2008 is as follows:

7
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Annual programme of events to take on board actions within other aims in addition to con-
sidering other issues such as Tree PlantingWeek,Tidy Towns and villages competition, field
trips and Golden Mile project. – publish annual programme in local newspapers and
through newsletters and other community initiatives.
� Agreeing work programme for the year
� Agree venues for meetings in each location
� Annual programme of events to take on board actions within other aims in addition to

considering other issues such as Tree PlantingWeek,Tidy Towns and Villages
competition, field trips and Golden Mile project. – publish annual programme in local
newspapers and through newsletters and other community initiatives.

� Ensure wide distribution of annual programme of events and newsletter project to all
local groups

Support for local groups
Produce handbook
Distribute

Environmental Recreation Improvement Fund applications
Environment staff give information and support local groups to complete applications

Linking with county based youth organisations
Set up meetings between county youth structures to identify joint initiatives at local level

National TreeWeek

Support local groups to develop relationships with local officials through the area commit-
tees
� Information session on the role of area committees
� Encourage groups to make contact and agree joint work programmes at local level
� Support for local groups to produce local needs plans

National Spring Clean

Community Development Fund Applications
C&E staff give information and support local groups to complete applications

Local Agenda 21 Environmental Partnership Fund Applications
Environment staff give information and support local groups to complete applications

Preparation for County and National Competitions

Pride of Place Judging
National Tidy Towns Judging (Round 1)
Tidy Villages Judging (Round 1)

Preparation for County and National Competitions

National Tidy Towns Judging (Round 2)
Tidy Villages Judging (Round 2)

HeritageWeek

National RecyclingWeek

8

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

MONTH ACTION
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Distribution of Spring Bulbs

Autumn Clean

Awards Ceremony MCC Tidy Villages & Tidy Estates Awards Ceremony

Network AGM

Green Christmas Campaign

Planning for 2009
Drafting annual action plan for 2009

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

MONTH ACTION

1.4 Why Join?

The Network is the first port of call for those wishing to
work with environmental groups. If you are involved in
keeping your area clean, or making physical improve-
ments to it, the network is an excellent way to stay
informed of opportunities and assistance available to
your group, and to learn from other groups who have
undertaken similar projects.

Network members are registered automatically with
Monaghan Community Forum.This body passes on infor-
mation on a wide range of topics, including funding
opportunities, training, seminars, and calls for submis-
sions.

As a member of Monaghan Community Forum, a group
can avail of a special low price insurance scheme. More
detail on Monaghan Community Forum is included in
Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPING YOUR TIDY TOWNS GROUP



2.1 Group Structure

Legal Structure
Most Tidy Towns groups and Residents Associations are
set up as community associations. Associations usually
have a constitution which lays down the aims of the
group and how the business of the organisation is to be
carried out. Associations usually have a committee with
officers, and hold an AGM every year at which elections
are held for officers for the incoming year. There are no
legal obligations placed on associations, and so it is the
easiest form of group to set up.

However, an association offers little protection for the
individual members of the group. If your group employs
staff, owns property, or is running a project which
involves significant financial risk, it is better to cover the
liability of the members of the group by forming a
Company Limited by Guarantee with No Share Capital.
The Committee members become Directors, and their
liability for anything that goes wrong is limited to €1,pro-
vided the Directors have not been acting in a negligent
or fraudulent manner.

There are costs associated with setting up and maintain-
ing a company,most notably the cost of returning audit-
ed accounts every year to the Companies Office, which
will be around €1,000 at a minimum. Hence it is not
advisable to set up a company structure unless limited
liability is needed.

Estate Management Company
A new legal structure which is becoming common in pri-
vate housing developments is the Estate Management
Company. The householders on the estate automatically
become shareholders or directors of the company, and
assume responsibility for shared assets, such as common
areas of green space, driveways etc. This can involve
annual charges to cover the cost of providing public
lighting on the estate, bin charges etc. The company is
usually set up by the developer of the housing estate,
who sometimes continues their involvement after the
construction phase is finished. Usually, it is handed over
to the residents, or contracted to an estate management
agency, who will undertake the upkeep of the common
areas for a fee.

Developers sometimes opt to apply to the local Council
to have an estate ‘taken in charge’. This means that the
common areas, driveways etc become public property
and the Council becomes responsible for their upkeep.
This can reduce the cost to the individual householders,
as public lighting etc is then paid for by the Council
rather than by the residents of the estate. However, the
Council will not take an estate in charge until it is satis-
fied that the estate is in good condition.Hence, residents
may need to consult with the developer in order to have
works finished, or complete the works themselves before
asking the Council to take the estate in charge.

2.2 Insurance
All groups should carry ‘public liability’ insurance, and
also ‘member-to-member’ insurance.

Public Liability – covers the eventuality that a member
of the public may get hurt by the actions of the group.
For example, a stone chip might hit someone whilst a
member of the group is mowing the grass.

Member to Member – covers the eventuality that a
member of the group may be hurt by the actions of
another member of the group. For example if two mem-
bers were painting a fence, and one tripped and fell over
the paint can left down by the other.

If groups own equipment or property, these will also
need insurance. Equipment such as lawnmowers can
usually be insured, provided they are normally kept in a
secure place such as a locked, alarmed shed.

Insurance for Ride-On Lawnmowers
Ride-On Lawnmowers are considered to be motor vehi-
cles, and like a car,must carry motor insurance.This is not
normally included in the general insurance policy
offered to Tidy Towns groups, so if you need it,make sure
to ask for it.This is not necessary formanual lawnmowers.

Be aware that insurance on ride-on mowers can be hard
to get, and expensive. You may find it better to contract
out your group’s lawn mowing to a gardener rather than
purchase, securely store, and insure a mower. The cost of
paying a contractor may be eligible expenditure under
the Council’s annual grant to groups through the
Environmental & Recreational Improvement Fund.

Insurance for Specific Projects
It is possible to get insurance to cover one-off events, like
festivals, fundraising days etc. Often this can be done
within your existing policy, but it must be done in
advance of the event.

If your group is organising an event involving other
groups, such as a clean-up:

� If organised groups such as scouts etc.are participating
as part of their own group, then they are covered by
their own insurance.

� School children are covered outside school grounds
providing they are undertaking the work as part of an
official school event

� Where members of the public volunteer as individuals,
and therefore are not covered by any other group’s
insurance, they can still be covered by your own
group’s insurance policy if they join your group. It can
therefore be useful to have a ‘membership form’
available at events such as clean-ups, and get new
people to fill it in so that they are ‘on the books’ for
insurance purposes.

12
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Insurance Brokers
Coyle Hamilton have designed a special insurance
scheme tailored to meet the requirements of Tidy Towns
groups. At the request of the Monaghan Network a few
years ago, they have also started to provide cover for
Residents Associations.
Contact Details: 01 6616211

Monaghan Community Forum, as part of a national
scheme, have negotiated a special insurance scheme for
community groups, including Tidy Towns groups &
Residents Associations. When a group registers with
Monaghan Community Forum, they are given amember-
ship number.They can then avail of the special insurance
scheme by quoting their membership number.
Contact Details:

� Monaghan Community Forum: 047 38140 or register
online at www.monaghancdb.ie/forum

� BHP Insurance: 1890 666 111 You must have your
CommunityForumReg.No.tohandwhenyouring in.

2.3 Group Development

There is a lot of help out there when it comes to organis-
ing community groups. You can even take a degree in
Community Development. There is help and advice
available locally to groups wishing to improve their
structures, and to people who are trying to set up a
group for the first time.

Some of the things a group should have, in approximate-
ly the order they are usually developed are:

� a list of members
This should be regularly updated. It is worth considering
adding details on each member such as any skills
they might have, as these may be an untapped
resource that the community can make use of.

� a committee
To function well, it is very worthwhile to undertake
training in committee skills. The importance of a good
chair, and of keeping everyone on the committee
informed and motivated, cannot be underestimated.

� a constitution
The exact form of this will depend on the legal structure
chosen by the group.Think of it as a contract between
the members of the group which sets down what
everyone agrees will be the way the business of the
group is run. It can include things like:
� what the name of the group shall be
� where it shall meet
� who is eligible to become a member
� under what circumstances might someone be

asked to leave the group
� how the committee shall be appointed
� how decisions shall be made
� how funds shall be kept, and how payments shall

be made

� a mission statement
This is usually one or two sentences long and sets out
what the business of the group is. For example ‘Our
mission is to create and maintain high quality public
spaces which incorporate sustainable development
principles and best practice in waste management’.

� a vision
Often it can be helpful to start with a Vision, and then
work out what you need to do in order to make that
vision a reality. For example:
“XXXX is an area where people like to live,where
everyone knows their neighbours, and where people
respect each other’s property and right to a secure,
safe life.”
Groups can then find it helpful to have a look around
their area to see what is there, and what is missing/
needed.Two main tools are used:

� audit of needs
The committee members conduct a survey to
establish what the people living in the area need.

� Statistical data
Local research is often combined with the statistical
data available from the national Census of Population,
which will show the breakdown of population by age,
gender, occupation, level of education etc.This data is
available at District Electoral Division level (DED).
Most communities are comprised of one or two
DED’s. The county and national figures are also available,
which enables groups to compare whether they are
above or below the average.

A very useful statistic can be the relative deprivation
score of the area.This takes a number of ‘indicators of
deprivation’, such as level of local authority housing,
number of older people living alone,number of single
parent families, and combines these to give a score.
This can be compared with the county and national
scores, and with scores from previous Censuses, to
see whether an area is catching up or falling behind.

The Small Area Population Statistics (SAPS), which
break down the Census information to DED level, are
available on the web at www.cso.ie . The Office of
Community & Enterprise in Monaghan County
Council has a copy of the relative deprivation data,
available for reference only.

The statistical data might indicate to a group that
they have a high level of older people, and the needs
survey might reveal that their main concern is their
personal safety.The group might then plan to address
the level of street lighting, or might get involved with
the Community Alert scheme to provide personal
alarms.

� SWOT analysis
Another way of looking at your area is to conduct a
brainstorming session,where the group tries to identify
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
facing their area.This can also be done for the
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committee, which might help you to pinpoint where the
group’s talents lie, and where you will need help.

Once identified, groups usually come up with a number
of actions which will:
� build on the area’s strengths
� minimise the effect of the area’s weaknesses, or even

eliminate the weakness over time
� capitalise on new opportunities
� turn threats into opportunities

Sample SWOT: County Monaghan, from a Tidy Towns per-
spective

14

Restoration of old gate near Lisdoonan

The rolling countryside and traditional
hedges of the county can give inspiration
to the urban landscape
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Strengths
� Landscape – unique rolling hills, fabulous whitethorn

hedges.
� Poetry of Kavanagh,which brings the landscape to

life:“I cannot die unless I walk outside these
whitethorn hedges”

� Mainly rural county, the towns retain their ‘rural
market town’ shape and character

� This lends itself to the adoption of ‘rural Ireland’ and
‘traditional Ireland’ themes, such as vintage farm
machinery

� Largely unspoilt countryside
� Large number of community groups engaged in

environmental improvements
� Regular contact between the tidy towns groups and

Monaghan County Council through the Network

Suggested actions:
� utilise blossom varieties in our planting schemes
� reproduce excerpts of poetry in public spaces
� seek to develop the market towns theme – can a

farmer’s market be started?
� replace galvanised gates with traditional stone pillars

and iron gates, to give continuity throughout the
county. Each area had its own design of iron gate.This
could be researched and developed.

� Countryside setting provides opportunity to explore
ways of minimising the impact of human settlements
on the environment

� Strong linkages with Monaghan County Council
provides firm footing from which the network could
seek to take a more adventurous approach

Weaknesses
� dereliction in certain areas
� manufacturing and agricultural businesses located

inappropriately in centre of town/ village
� traffic congestion in the towns
� littering & vandalism, especially after pubs close at

weekends

Suggested actions:
� Work with Monaghan County Council to:

� identify owners of derelict properties
� introduce a traffic management plan
� devise a litter management plan

Opportunities
� Abundance of cherry blossom in Monaghan town in

May, followed by whitethorn,may present an
opportunity to develop an image as ‘the blossom
county’

� 1920’s and 30’s theme of Kavanagh’s poetry gives
context to developing vintage displays, restoring old
buildings, gateways etc

� urban renewal creates an opportunity to address cur
rent eyesores

� appointment of Heritage Officer in Monaghan
County Council provides expertise to assist groups to
carry out work sensitively

Suggested actions:
� Conduct a Heritage Audit of the area, and use this to

develop themes for the group’s work
� Compile a list of ‘problem sites’, prioritise them, then

address them one by one
� Identify ‘buildings of character’which are traditional

to the area, then seek to maintain them, or bring them
back to productive use where necessary

Threats
� Destruction of the character of our area through

insensitive development
� Declining wildlife habitats
� Lack of volunteers to do the work

Suggested actions:
� Work with Monaghan County Council’s Heritage

Officer to retain and develop the area’s character
� Create wildlife habitats, natural corridors along

hedgerows etc. to encourage wildlife
� Create wildflower meadow
� Join Monaghan Volunteer Bureau
� Circulate a newsletter thanking people for their help,

promoting thosewho sponsor the group’s work,giving
details of the group’s future plans and achievements
to date. Provide contact details for the group, so that
people seeking to join will know who to approach.
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� aims, objectives, goals and actions
These can help you break down the group’s Vision
into easy bite-sized practical chunks.The advantage
of laying out your work under goals, objectives etc. is
that you can be sure that every single action you’re
taking is contributing to the achievement of your
goals, all your goals are contributing to your objectives
etc.This minimises the risk of the group getting side
tracked, getting caught up on one issue, or ending up
going round in circles.

� costings/ budget
No plan will be achieved without having the
resources in place to carry it through.Therefore part
of your group’s planning should entail identifying
what resources you’ll need for each action, and
identifying where this will come from.The best plans
then identify the person who is responsible for each
action, so that everyone is clear what is needed, and
what is expected from each member of the group.

� a development plan
This usually pulls together all of the above elements
into one document. Development Plans should cover
3 years. Any less is too short; any more, and the likeli-
hood of your plan becoming out of date before it’s
due to end increases (it is hard to see 5 years into the
future).

� annual workplan
This breaks the Development Plan down into what
will be done in Year 1,Year 2,Year 3 etc. In order to
ensure that your Plan is workable, it can be a good
idea to examine each element of the Plan by using
the following SMART criteria:

Specific: Is it clear what exactly we’re taking on?
Measurable: Is it possible to know whether we’re
making an impact on this area?
Achievable: Is it an action we can make happen? Or
are we relying on others?
Realistic: Are we biting off more than we can chew?
Time-bound: Can we put a beginning and end date
on the action, so we don’t end up carrying a number
of never-ending actions, which may tie us up and
prevent us from taking on anything further?

If you have any of the above pieces of work, you should
include it as part of your National Tidy Towns competi-
tion entry form, so the judges can gain an understanding
of where you are going in the longer term.This can help
them to assess this year’s work in context.

Where can we get help?
County Monaghan Partnership provides advice and sup-
port on the following:

� Recruitment of Members
� Forming a Community Group
� Developing a Vision and Mission Statement
� Forming a Committee
� Organizing effective meetings
� Establishing Group legal status
� Needs Analysis and Development Plans
� Social Inclusion within Community Groups
� Potential Funders & Funding Guidelines
� Managing Money and Fundraising
� Responsibilities and Project Management
� Monitoring and Evaluation
� Proofing
� Networking
� Advice is free of charge.

Contact: County Monaghan Partnership Community
Support Officers, Gerard Callan and Regina Tinnelly on
042 9749500

2.4 Volunteers

Recent research shows that people who volunteer live
longer! You’d imagine, then, that there would be no prob-
lem getting volunteers out to help…..

Having enough hands to do the work is always an issue.
However,with some careful planning, you should be able
to encourage more people out. Here are a few ideas:

Finding Volunteers
Not everyone who helps you to carry out your plan
needs to be a member of your committee. Have a look
around for other community groups, youth groups etc.
Might they be encouraged to do one aspect of your
plan? For example,might the local primary school under-
take to develop and maintain a wildlife garden?
County Monaghan Partnership runs a Volunteer
Bureau. The idea is to match people who wish to give
time to community work with groups who need volun-
teers. Groups can register with the Bureau, which is free.
The Volunteer Bureau provides the following benefits to
community & voluntary groups throughout County
Monaghan:
� A pool of focused & motivated volunteers at no cost

to the group
� Support with developing a volunteer policy
� Assistance with any volunteer issues
� Opportunities to participate in volunteering related

training

Contact Emma Quinn in County Monaghan Partnership
for more information. 042 9754551

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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Spreading theWork
Many community organisations experience ‘volunteer
burnout’, where a few end up carrying most of the work-
load, and when they get fed up and leave, the group is
left in turmoil. It is important to avoid this situation by
spreading the work as widely amongst the team as pos-
sible. It can also be a good idea to give each team mem-
ber as wide an array of experience as possible, so that if
one member leaves, someone else is familiar with their
work and can take over.

Young people are enthusiastic team members, and have
great energy and ideas. Involving them can also help to
counter any vandalism, as young people will often chal-
lenge anti-social behaviour by their peers. If you involve

young people, be sure to listen to them, and give them a
voice on the team.Potential sources of young volunteers
include:
� the local schools
� the local youth club
� individual young people
The Presidents Award scheme rewards young people for
taking on new challenges, learning new skills etc. Your
work may provide just the challenge someone is looking
for!

And don’t forget the older people! What about getting
people from the local Old People’s Dwellings involved in
designing a relaxation area?

Wildlife garden in Drum involved local
children in putting together the information
board.

Volunteering can be a great way to learn new
skills and meet new people – dry stone wall
workshop organised by Dartrey Heritage
Association
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Motivating the Team
� some people like committeemeetings,and the planning

side. Some people don’t – they prefer to get stuck in.
The key to keeping everyone motivated is to find
where they fit in your organisation, and let them do
what they are happiest doing.

� Every group needs a plan. Use your committee-loving
people to look after this side of things.

� The best plan is useless without someone willing to
go out and do the work.Call in your ‘doers’ for specific
projects.These should be ready to go,with all the
thinking and planning done, so the people who like
to get stuck in can get right to it.

� It’s important to recognise the contribution that
every member of the team is making, however small.
Remember, they are giving up their precious time.

� Understanding what each volunteer gets out of
being part of the group can be a big help to keeping
your team motivated. For some, it might be the bit of
craic; for others, a chance to get out of the house.
Knowing what people want out of their involvement
with your group can help you to plan suitable
rewards which keep them motivated. For example,
what better way to reward newcomers to the area,
who wish to feel more part of the community, than to
finish off the season’s work with a community BBQ?

Building Linkages
No group can do everything by themselves. In caring for
our communities, the key to success is in building link-
ages with other groups and organisations. Tidy Towns
work may not be their primary focus, but many groups
are willing to do their bit.

It is important also to link into the statutory agencies
who are there to help.
� If you are in a town, both the Town Council and the

County Council will be sources of support
� If you are in a rural area, it will be the County Council

who provides support
� Within the Council, there are many services which

may be of use.These are listed in the next section
� FAS may be able to assist through the Community

Employment Scheme
� The Rural Social Scheme may be able to provide

workers in more rural areas.This is run by Cavan
Monaghan LEADER.

� Foroige and the National Youth Federation run a
number of youth clubs throughout the county.Their
contact details may be found in the Contacts section.

� Scouting Ireland, Birdwatch Ireland and Conservation
Volunteers are all potential sources of volunteers and
advice

� The Health Service Executive’s Health Promotion Unit
may be able to assist you to develop a local walking
route under their Slí na Sláinte initiative.

Your local school is also a valuable resource. Primary
schools are eligible for their own prize within the
National competition. Secondary schools may be inter-
ested in undertaking an environmental project as part of
habitat studies, or as part of a local heritage project or as
a Transition Year activity.

The most successful way of building a good relationship
with others is to meet face to face with the people con-
cerned. Before you meet, you should be clear about:
� what information you have to show themwhat you do
� what you want from them (is it money, is it volunteers,

is it to maintain a particular piece of ground?).Try to
have this worked out in detail, and offer options, from
a small commitment, to a ‘whole hog’ approach.

� what you can offer them in return (this may be
publicity, it may be goodwill, it may be that your
group will help them out at their annual fun day, etc)

And don’t forget the business sector.They are stakehold-
ers in your community too, and may be very supportive
to your work.For example, sponsoring a particular round-
about or green area is popular with businesses in
Northern Ireland.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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CHAPTER 3
HEALTH & SAFETY

Dartrey Heritage Association engaged in sympathetic
maintenance work at Edraguill graveyard. Ensure anyone
using equipment is properly trained in its use, and wears
the appropriate safety equipment
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“Tidy Towns atWork”caution signs are available from the
Council. We strongly advise that these are used to warn
approaching motorists when your group is working
along a public road.

By law, groups have a duty of care to any employees, and
by extension of that principle, to its volunteers and to the
general public.

Every group should perform a Risk Assessment to iden-
tify potential risks and how they can be minimised. Your
group should also have a Safety Statement, which
informs volunteers and employees of your policy regard-
ing the wearing of Personal Protection Equipment etc.
Safety Statements identify the hazards involved in per-
forming a particular action (such as spraying weed killer),
and outlines the steps which should be taken to min-
imise the risk (such as wearing mask & gloves, avoiding
spraying on windy days etc)

Your group should also consider completing an acci-
dent/ incident report form for any incident which may
result in a later claim against the group. A suggested
template is included in Appendix C.

Health & Safety legislation in Ireland focuses mainly on
the employer and employee relationship.They also apply
to a voluntary group who are availing of staff on the
Community Employment scheme or Rural Social
Scheme.The same principles should be adopted as good
practice by groups and their volunteers.

The remainder of this section was written for the Network
by Cathal Flynn,Monaghan County Council Engineer,and is
based on a presentation he made to the Network in March
2004.

The following summarises the duties which each party
has in terms of health & safety under law:

Employer Responsibilities
� To protect the safety, health and welfare at work of all

his employees
� Ensure safe place of work
� Ensure safe plant and equipment
� Ensure the provision of safe systems of work
� Ensure the provision of information, training and

supervision
� Ensure the provision of suitable PPE (Personal

Protective Equipment)
� Ensure the prevention of risk to health in connection

with the use of any substance
� Ensure the provision of welfare facilities eg. first aid
� Ensure the notification of accidents
� Comply with legislation with respect to all

regulations made under the act

Employee Responsibilities
� Take reasonable care for his/ her own Safety, Health

andWelfare and that of any other person who may be
affected by his / her acts or omissions while at work

� Co-operate with his / her employer
� Use the PPE provided. (Personal Protective

Equipment)
� Report to his / her supervisor without unreasonable

delay any defects in plant, equipment place of work
or system of work, which might endanger Safety,
Health andWelfare.

� Report all accidents or near misses

Accidents & Incidents
� An accident is an unplanned event that causes

personal injury or damage to property, equipment,
products or the environment.

� An incident is an unplanned event that could have
but did not cause injury or damage.

A written record should be made of both types,whenev-
er they occur.

Risk Assessment
A risk assessment is a careful examination of what could
cause harm or loss, so that you can weigh up whether
you have taken enough precautions or do more.

How to carry out a Risk Assessment:

STEP 1: Identify the hazards.
These should be written down. There may be different
hazards at different times of the year, eg lawnmowing is
a seasonal task, so be careful to examine your activities
on a year-round basis.

Hazards are defined as anything which has a potential to
cause harm. Examples include:
� Physical eg. noise, temperature (eg working in warm

weather), fire,manual handling
� Chemical eg. acids, weedkillers, paints, solvents
� Biological eg. viruses, bacteria
� Mechanical eg.moving parts
� Psychosocial eg. poor supervision, stress, repetitive

strain

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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STEP 2: Assess the risk.
There are two elements to a Risk Assessment:
1: The Likelihood of the Harm or Loss
2:The Severity of the Harm or Loss
A simple grid can illustrate where the main risks are for
the organisation

In the grid above,

Item 1 is very likely to happen, but the consequences
would be minor. An example of this type of incident
might be someone getting pricked by a thorn while
planting rose bushes

Item 2 represents something that occasionally happens,
but is usually not serious in nature.

Item 3 is an incident which is likely to happen, and which
would have serious consequences. These would be high
priority for taking mitigating measures. An example
might be someone working with a chainsaw who is
untrained and not wearing protective gear.

Item 4 represents things which are not likely to happen,
but which if they did, might have serious consequences.
An example might be a volunteer being hit by a car
whilst on a roadside clean-up for the group.

STEP 3:Take Action
Once you have identified the risks, and the likely impact
they would have on your group and their work, you
should try to take action to mitigate the possible effects
of the risk.You should be seeking to
� reduce the likelihood of an incident happening
� reduce the severity of the consequences if it does

Possible strategies you might take in seeking to
achieve the above include:

� ELIMINATE IT
� FIND A SUBSTITUTE
� CONTAIN IT
� PROTECT YOURSELF

Managing Hazards
Here is some basic information about managing some
common hazards:

WarmWeather
Hazards include:
� Dehydration (Dry Mouth) Loss of water and body

salts.
� Heat Fatigue
� Sun Exposure (Burns) UV Rays contain enough energy

to damage DNA in living skin and eye cells.

Control measures:
� Wear a hat and Sunglasses
� Cover up – wear long-sleeved shirts etc
� Apply Sunscreen
� Drink Water and Fluids

FIRE
The three approaches to extinguishing a fire are:
� Starve it (- Fuel)
� Smother it (-Oxygen)
� Cool it (-Heat)
Make sure you use the right type of extinguisher on the
fire. eg.Water should not be used on Electrical Fires

Manual Handling
30 - 40 % of all workplace accidents are due to lifting and
handling. Back pain affects 80% of the population of the
WesternWorld.Back pain may vary from amild twinge to
a crippling injury.

You can reduce the risk of accidents by:
� not lifting loads that are too heavy
� not bending forward for prolonged periods
� not twisting the trunk unduly
� not using sudden movements
� being aware of posture

Correct Manual Handling
STEP 1 Assess Task, Area & Load
STEP 2 Broad, stable base - feet flat
STEP 3 Bend the Knees
STEP 4 Back Straight
STEP 5 Firm Grip
STEP 6 Arms in line with Trunk
STEP 7 Weight close to centre of gravity
STEP 8 Turn feet in direction of movement

Chemical Hazards
Includes, Acids,Weedkillers, Paints, Detergents.
Dangerous substances can cause many different types of
harm. Some cause cancer, others can affect the ability to
reproduce or cause birth defects. Other substances may
cause brain damage,harm to the nervous system,asthma
and skin problems. The harm done by a dangerous sub-
stances can occur from a single short term exposure or
by long term accumulation of substances in the body.
ALWAYS READ THE LABEL
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Biological Hazards
Working close to the earth, and with litter, introduces
special hazards. For example, Weil’s Disease, also known
as Leptospirosis. This is an infection passed by contact
with rats’ urine. The symptoms are similar to common
cold, but can be so severe as to cause death.

All workers should wear appropriate protective clothing
and avoid exposing the skin, as infection can enter
through abrasions. Even the smallest scratch should be
washed and covered with antiseptic dressing.

Eating, drinking and smoking must not be allowed until
the personnal hygiene rules have been observed.

Mechanical Hazards
Under 1993 legislation, the employer has a duty of care
to ensure that work equipment is suitable for the job and
the environment, and that it is maintained and safe.
There is an onus on the employer to ensure that users are
given information and training on the use of equipment,
as necessary.

Things that can go wrong with mechanical devices:
� Traps (Rollers, Cogs) Drawing In
� Impact (Pushes)
� Contact (Blades, Saws)
� Entanglement (PTO’s, Rotary Bits, Drills)
� Ejection (Bits Flying Off )

GUARDS MUST BE IN PLACE
Access to moving parts must be prevented

SAFEWORK PRACTICES
The following are examples of safe work practices which
apply to most Tidy Towns groups:

Use of Lawnmowers
� Wear steel capped and steel mid-sole safety boots
� Check grass area for stones before mowing

commences

� Do not attempt to clear clogged mowers when
engine is running

� Learn how to stop engine quickly in an emergency
� Do not mow whilst children are nearby
� Disengage all blade and drive clutches before starting
� Wear goggles, ear muffs and other protective clothing
� Start the engine carefully with feet well away from

blade
� Stop the engine whenever you leave the mower
� Stop the engine before pushing mower across gravel

drives, walks or roads.
� On slopes andwet grass be extra careful of your footing.
� Never cut grass pulling a mower towards you.
� Never pick up a mower when it is operating
� Report all defects in equipment and do not use

defective equipment.

Weedkillers / Insecticides
� Wear waterproof overalls to cover personal clothing

with snug fit at neck andwrists.Hood to protect head.
� No gap between sleeves and gloves
� Wear chemical proof gloves. Pesticide supplier to

specify glove types.
� Wear face shield to protect against splashes when

opening containers or pouring concentrate
� Wear rubber boots for knapsack spraying
� Wash hands before eating. Change clothes before

eating. Shower at the end of each day’s work.
� Store chemicals away from eating areas.
� Do not eat, drink or smoke during spraying work
� Store material in its own container.Make sure it is

labelled correctly.
� All chemicals should be handled and stored in

accordance with the Manufacturers instructions
� If chemicals are swallowed, follow manufacturers

procedures and seek medical attention.

The Final Word on Health & Safety: Make Sure your Group
has a well-stocked First Aid Kit to hand.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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CHAPTER 4
MONAGHAN COUNTY COUNCIL RESOURCES
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4.1.1 Annual Events:
National TreeWeek
This takes place every March.Monaghan County Council
provide young trees free of charge, Please refer to local
press and county council website each year for more
details.

Pride of Place
Co-Operation Ireland’s Pride of Place competition seeks
to reward the efforts of voluntary groups to make their
area a better place to live. The competition takes in all
aspects of community endeavour, and thus takes more
into account than the National Tidy Towns competition,
which concentrates on the physical environment.

Communities are nominated each year by Monaghan
County Council to represent the county in the all-island
competition. In 2007, the communities of Drum and
Lisdoonan, together with the Iontas Centre in
Castleblayney and Dartrey Heritage Association, repre-
sented Monaghan County Council, where Iontas was
awarded a Special Award, and the efforts of the commu-
nity of Lisdoonan earned them Runners-Up spot in the
200-500 population category.

The competition runs every year. Nominations are usual-
ly invited from communities in March, with entries nor-
mally made by the Council in April. Entries are judged in
July, and a gala awards night takes place in November.

Seachtain na Gaeilge
This takes place every March, in the run-up to St. Patrick’s
Day.The Council organises local events to mark the occa-
sion.

National Spring Clean
This takes place every April, and is organised nationally
by An Taisce. The Environment Section in Monaghan
County Council will provide litter picking kits and skips
free of charge to groups who organise a clean-up in their
area during April.

National HeritageWeek
This takes place at the end of August/ beginning of
September every year. The Council’s Heritage Officer will
assist groups to organise and promote heritage events.

Spring Bulbs Initiative
Every autumn, the Council makes spring bulbs available
free of charge to groups.

Children’s Book Festival
The County and Branch Libraries run a very full pro-
gramme during October each year. Perhaps some events
could take place out of doors, facilitated by collaboration
with the local Tidy Towns group?

4.1.2. Local Competitions:
In support to the National Tidy Towns competition,
Monaghan County Council organises two local competi-
tions each year. The aim is to encourage the newer and
smaller groups in the county to participate.The competi-
tions are:
Tidy Estates: This is organised by the Housing Section,
and is open to Local Authority housing estates. Judging
usually takes place over the summer on a league table
basis, with awards announced in Autumn.
Tidy Villages: This is open to all villages in the county. It is
organised by the Environment Section, again over the
summer with awards announced in the autumn.
Schools Poster Competition: the Environment Section will
supply prizes to any group which organises a schools
anti-litter poster competition as part of National Spring
Clean in April each year.

4.1.3 Funding Programmes:
There are a number of funding initiatives run by the
Council which may be accessed by the community sec-
tor. These include:

4.1 Monaghan
County Council
Initiatives &
Supports

Monaghan County Council
is a key stakeholder in your
community. It values the
work that you do to look
after your area, and it runs a
number of services and ini-
tiatives which will support
your work, including: The 2007 Co Monaghan nominees are pictured here with County

Manager Declan Nelson and Development Officer Carol Lambe

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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Environmental & Recreational Improvement Fund
This is allocated solely tomembers of the Tidy Towns net-
work. Applications are invited in early spring each year.
Groups submit a workplan for the year, complete with
costings. An amount of funding is given towards their
costs for the year. Costs can include insurance and
grounds maintenance as well as thematerials and labour
required for new projects. Contact the Environment
Section for further information.

Estates Management Fund
This covers the same type of work as the Environmental
& Recreational Improvement Fund, but is open only to
Local Authority housing estates. Contact the Housing
Section for further information.

Community Development Fund
Monaghan County Council puts aside approx €100,000
each year into a budget to support community projects.
Applications are normally invited in April, with decisions
made at the July Council meeting. The scheme can
change its focus from year to year, so it is best to check
with the Council before submitting an application. The
scheme is run by the Office of Community & Enterprise.

Local Agenda 21 Environmental Partnership Fund
Agenda 21 is an international initiative aimed at promot-
ing sustainable development.The purpose of the fund is
to promote sustainable development and Agenda 21 by
empowering local groups to take charge of their own
environment. Projects may include promotional cam-
paigns aimed at awareness raising, or a more physical
project such as insulating houses. Contact the
Environment Section for more information.

4.1.4 Funding for Specific Issues:
Graffiti Reduction
Funding is available through Monaghan County Council
for projects aimed at reducing the incidence and impact
of graffiti. The Scheme is a national scheme, and will be
rolled out for the first time in Co.Monaghan in May 2008.
It is hoped that further initiatives will be run in subse-
quent years. For further information, contact the Office of
Community & Enterprise at 047 38140.

Graveyard Maintenance
Funding is available to assist groups to maintain grave-
yards which are in local authority ownership.The eligible
graveyards are:
� Tydavnet (New)
� Donagh
� Donaghmoyne
� Cloncurrin
� Inniskeen
� Drumsnatt
� Lisnamoyle, Castleblayney
� Killeevan, Newbliss
� Edraguil, Rockcorry
� Errigal, Emyvale
� Killygola, Castleblayney

Conservation Grants
The purpose of this scheme is to assist owners or occu-
piers of a Protected Structure to undertake necessary
works to secure the conservation of the structure. The
structure must be listed for protection to be eligible for
assistance. You can check whether a structure is listed in
the County Development Plan. You can also request to
have a non-listed structure included in the register.

This scheme is open to individuals as well as groups, and
is usually run in January each year. Contact the Heritage
Officer for further information.

A protected structure is a structure or part of a structure
that a planning authority considers to be of special inter-
est from an architectural, historical, archeological, artistic,
cultural, scientific, social, or technical point of view.
Owners of protected structures are obliged to ensure
that no danger is caused to that structure.

4.1.5 Waste Disposal Assistance
Monaghan County Council acknowledges that the cost
of disposing of rubble, grass clippings etc is onerous for
groups.We have the following initiatives in place to help:

Composting Kits
These are suitable for all organic materials, and are avail-
able from the Environment Section, or from Scotch
Corner Recycling Centre for €30. Advice on creating a
larger composting project is also available.

Bring Banks
Bring Banks have been provided at community centres
around the county. These accept bottles, textiles and
cans.The sites are located at:

It’s plain to see why Scotshouse won
Best Maintained Bring Bank in
Monaghan County Council’s Tidy
Villages competition in 2007



No Location Location

1 Monaghan McNallys car park

2 Monaghan Sams Bridge

3 Monaghan Glaslough St.

4 Monaghan Cortolvin

5 Monaghan Sloan’s shop

6 Castleblayney Commons carpark

7 Clones Car park

8 Ballybay Mart Entrance

9 Carrickmacross Carpark

10 Carrickmacross Texaco

11 Cloghan Housing Estate Annyalla

12 Carrickroe RC carpark

13 Emyvale Community Centre

14 Glaslough Community Centre

15 Tydavnet Carpark

16 Scotstown RC carpark

17 Aghabog RC Carpark

18 Inniskeen Carpark

19 Clontibret RC carpark

20 Rockcorry RC Carpark

21 Latton RC Carpark

22 Broomfield McCaugheys

23 Lisdoonan Community Centre

24 Scotshouse Housing estate

25 Cloghan Houisng Estate Annyalla

26 Castle Leslie (Private) Glaslough

27 Nuremore (Private) Carrickmacross

28 Army barracks (Private) Monaghan
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Use Bring Banks to Recycle your Glass and
Cans

Recycling Centre
The Scotch Corner Recycling Centre will accept bags of
domestic waste at a charge of €6.50 per bag. It also
accepts the following items free of charge:
� Cardboard
� newspapers/magazines
� mixed paper
� plastic
� plastic bottles
� clothes and footwear
� food tins
� beverage cans
� beverage cartons
� clean glass
� waste electrical equipment
� fluorescent tubes
� mobile phones
� inkjet cartridges
� small appliance batteries.

A small fee applies to the following items:
� building rubble
� waste arising from gardening/landscaping
� clean timber
� scrap metal
� paint and paint related items
� pesticides/herbicides
� fuel filters
� waste motor oils/fuels
� waste cooking oil

Open Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Open Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and open during lunch

Contact: 047 80888

Area Offices
The four County Council area engineering offices will
accept waste from Tidy Towns groups for disposal in
their skips. This is best done by arrangement, to avoid
any misunderstandings. The contact details for the area
offices are given in Appendix F.
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Provision of Skips
Monaghan County Council will provide a skip to your
group if you are undertaking a big clean-up. You will
need to order the skip in advance, and tell the Council
exactly when and where you want the skip to be left.
Contact the Environment Section on 047 30592 for fur-
ther information.

WEEE Collection
The Council organises a white goods (fridges, tvs, electri-
cal goods etc) collection service periodically. Contact the
Environment Section for information on the next collec-
tion date. White goods are also taken free of charge at
the Scotch Corner recycling centre all year round.

WEEE stands for Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment. The WEEE Regulations were introduced in
August, 2005 to encourage the recycling of large electri-
cal goods. Under the ‘Polluter Pays Principle’ retailers
must take responsibility for the goods they place on the
market, and it is also their responsibility to offer a take
back service (like for like, i.e. buy a fridge, take back the
old one).

If any retailer refuses to take back goods, the customer
can report this to Monaghan County Council, who will
investigate the complaint.

Farm Film Plastic Collection
A scheme to address the backlog of film being stored on
farms was run in 2007. The IFFPG runs a national pro-
gramme which collects film plastics from farms, provid-
ing they’re kept clean and are from a verifable source, to
ensure the manufacturer has contributed to the cost of
handling the waste. Freephone 1800 300 444.

HouseholdWaste
The following is a list of firms who are authorised to col-
lect household waste in the county, including Town
Council areas.
� CavanWaste Disposal Ltd., Killgarry Industrial Park,

Killygarrry, Co. Cavan - 049-4332622
� Exomex Ltd.(McElvaney’s) Corcaghan Monaghan -

042-9744230
� Mahony's Waste Disposal, Tirkeenan,Monaghan -

047-81164
� Peter McCaffrey, 21 Cavan Rd., Cootehill, Co. Cavan -

049-52970
� Dan McNally Ltd. Dawson St.Monaghan -

042-9381000
� Oxigen Environmental Ltd, 3 Williamson’s Place ,

Dundalk, Co. Louth - 042-9330789

If you do not use the services of a Permitted Waste
Collector youmust still dispose of your waste in a respon-
sible manner in accordance with the law. Monaghan
County Council has the power under law to require a
householder or business to inform them how they are
disposing of their waste, and can take action if a satisfac-
tory reply is not forthcoming.

Burning:
Monaghan County Council would like to remind groups
that the burning of domestic waste is illegal, and that
fines of up to €1,250 can be imposed on anyone found in
breach of the law.

Burning bushes is not encouraged but if it is the case that
you are just burning bushes and it is not contaminated
with any other materials such as plastic, tyres or insula-
tion and if the smoke is not blowing into neighbours’
houses or a hazard to traffic then it would not be a major
complaints priority to the Council’s Environmental Patrol
Warden. Contact the Environment Section on 047 30592.

4.2 Monaghan County Council Services

The work of many of the service areas of Monaghan
County Council can potentially have an impact on the
work of Tidy Towns groups. The service and the section
involved will differ on a case-by-case basis, so it is not
possible to give an exhaustive list in this handbook.
However, here is some information from previous Tidy
Towns meetings and the Council’s Customer Care Plan:

4.2.1 Area Engineers:

There is an Area Engineer in each of the four Electoral
Areas in the county. They are the main contact point for
all works being undertaken locally. Although they are
very busy, a meeting in the early spring with your engi-
neer can be an invaluable aid to planning your group’s
work for the year, and ensuring that the engineer is
aware of your plans so that he can work around your
needs.

The four area engineers are:

Name Contact

North Monaghan Donal McElwain 047 30558

Clones John McKernan 047 - 51150

Castleblayney/Ballybay Declan McKernan 042 9740043

Carrickmacross Alan Hall 042 / 9661240

4.2.2 Planning Section:

This section is responsible for producing the County
Development Plan,which is a statutory document which
lays down what will and won’t be permitted in terms of
development in the county. The section also produces
plans on issues such as Retail Development and Town
and Village Renewal. They are the people to whom
groups first discuss any landscaping plans with, together
with your Area Engineer.

The Planning Section periodically prepares Local Area
Action Plans in consultation with local communities. It is
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important that groups feed into this plan, as the Council
can often seek a budget for the work identified by your
group as being of high priority.

4.2.3 Environment Section:

This section deals with many issues which are of concern
to Tidy Towns groups, including waste management,
water quality preservation, litter prevention and promo-
tion of the environment.The key contact in the Section is
Moira Kelly, the Environmental Awareness Officer, who
can be contacted on 047 30592.

4.2.4 Roads Section:

This is the section which deals with roadworks, footpaths
and signage. They prepare annual, and multi-annual
workplans, which are then submitted to the Dept of the
Environment, Heritage & Local Government for funding.
This then becomes their schedule of work for the year
ahead. Funding is usually very tightly prescribed – for
example, if the funding is allocated under a Local
Improvement Scheme (repairs to small shared private
lanes), it cannot be used for anything else. It is therefore
crucial that if you have a particular issue you wish to see
addressed by the Council, you ensure that it is included
in the workplan and that funding is allocated to it.
If you want to find out when a particular road will be
repaired, contact the Roads Section on 047 30597, or
your Area Engineer.
If your road is a Town Road you should contact your local
Town Council.

Improvement of private lanes
The County Council operates a Local Improvement
Scheme for Private Lanes. In order to qualify for this
scheme, the lane must serve at least one occupied
dwelling house.The lane must also give access to parcels

of land of which at least two are owned or occupied by
different persons engaged in separate agricultural activ-
ities.

Facility Information / Fingerpost Signs
You must apply to the Co.Council for permission to erect
a Facility Information sign.If your application is approved,
the Council will order the sign and put it up for you.You
will have to pay the cost involved as well as an annual
maintenance payment towards the upkeep of the sign.
For more details contact the Roads Section on 047-
30597.

The Council is in the process of drafting a comprehensive
Road Signage Policy which will guide its decisions
regarding matters of signage. This is expected to be
adopted by the Council before the end of 2008.The doc-
ument will lay out the types of signs which may be erect-
ed and the conditions under which they will be allowed.
There will be information on tourism & amenity signs,
temporary signs such as advertising a particular event,
and commercial signage.

The Council hires contractors to carry out maintenance
to the signs every year. This includes washing and minor
repairs.

If you know of a sign which is in need of attention,please
bring it to the attention of the Roads Section or your Area
Engineer, who will include it in their work programme.

4.2.5 Road Safety

The work of Tidy Towns groups can help to improve road
safety. For example, good planning of planting at junc-
tions can improve visibility for motorists. Monaghan
County Council is in the process of setting up a Road
Safety Together Working Group, into which the Tidy
Towns Network will feed.

Funding is available from the Dept of Environment,
Heritage & Local Government to carry out road safety
improvement works. It makes sense for the Council engi-
neering staff and the local Tidy Towns groups to collabo-
rate on any proposed changes to road layouts, junctions
etc, so that the aesthetic potential of the work is max-
imised as well as its contribution to road safety.

Contact
Eilish McShane in Monaghan County Council for further
details.

Working in partnership with the Local
Authority to develop ‘hard’ landscaping
gave shape to this junction in Lisdoonan.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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4.2.6 Heritage Service

Monaghan County Council now has a dedicated Heritage
Officer, Shirley Clerkin. She is available to advise groups
on issues such as:
� conservation of old buildings
� landscape surveys
� biodiversity
� native plants
� wetlands conservation
� encouraging wildlife
Shirley can also advise on carrying out a heritage audit of
your area, and incorporating a heritage theme into your
work. She can be contacted through the Office of
Community & Enterprise on 047 38140.

4.2.7 Tourism Development

Monaghan County Council now has a full time Tourism
Officer,Dympna Condra,who is available to assist groups
to develop local tourism amenities, and to market them.

4.2.8 Office of Community & Enterprise

This is the newest section of the Council, established in
2000. Its role is to support the community & voluntary
sector in participating in the decision-making structures
of the county. It also provides advice to community
groups, and runs a number of community initiatives on
behalf of the County Council.

The Office of Community & Enterprise provides the
administrative support to the Tidy Towns Network.

4.2.9 DogWarden

Allowing a dog to foul in a public area is an offence.
Owners who allow their dogs to foul in a public place and
who leave the offending material behind them are guilty
of littering and may receive an on-the-spot fine of €150
from a litter warden.

A person who allows their dog to trespass on another
person's property is guilty of not keeping their dog
under effectual control and may receive an on-the-spot
fine of €31.75 from the DogWarden.

Dog owners are required, under the Control of Dogs Act,
1986-1992, to:
� Keep your dog under control at all times.This means

not allowing your dog off your property unaccompanied
and making sure your dog is enclosed or securely tied
at night.

� Ensure that every dog under your control wears a collar
bearing the name and address of the owner at all
times and that the name and address are legible.

� Have a current licence for each dog in your possession
or a general dog licence to cover all dogs in your
possession.

If your group are consistently dealing with this problem,
the DogWardenmay be able to assist. Please note that in
order to impose a fine, the trespassing/ fouling must be
witnessed by the dog warden or litter warden.

Monaghan County Council DogWarden:
Jim McMahon
Tue - Sat, 9am - 5pm
Tel: 087 6623876

4.2.10 Fallen Trees, Roadblocks and Major
Flooding

A highly skilled team of Road Supervisors and General
Operatives respond to emergencies such as Fallen Trees,
Roadblocks and Major Flooding on National, Secondary,
Main and County roads.

The Town Council Staff provide the same service within
the towns of Monaghan, Carrickmacross, Castleblayney
and Clones.

4.2.11 Loss of Electricity Power

Where power is lost / electricity interruptions occur, or
there are fallen or damaged electricity wires or cables,
you should contact ESB Networks at 1850 372 999.

4.2.12 Winter maintenance of roads -
Salting and gritting

Lorry Drivers and General Operatives from theMachinery
Yard salt and grit our National, Regional and Main Roads,
twice daily, in extreme weather conditions.
Salting and gritting within the towns is carried out by
Town Council staff. These workers respond promptly to
weather messages, 7 days a week, including the
Christmas Holiday period.

4.2.13 LitterWardens

Litter wardens are employed in each of our towns. They
are authorised to issue on the spot fines. Other Council
staff members are also authorised to act as Litter war-
dens throughout the county. They can issue on the spot
fines too.

4.2.14Water Pollution

If you become aware of a water pollution incident please
inform the County Council at once by contacting one of
the following telephone numbers:
047-30500, 047-30501 or 047-30517
It is a very serious offence to cause water pollution and
polluters will be prosecuted. A successful prosecution
may result in fines or imprisonment or both.
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4.2.15 Public Lighting

The poles used for public lighting in Co. Monaghan
belong to the ESB.The cost of electricity for all the public
lights is paid by the Council.

Repairs to public lighting is carried out by the ESB. If you
become aware of faulty Public Lighting along the road-
side, within the town or within your housing scheme,you
should report it to the ESB at 1850 372 772.

4.2.16 Responsibility for hedge cutting
along public road

Proper maintenance of hedges along the roadside great-
ly improves visibility for road users. The Landowner is
responsible for keeping all his/her hedges along the
roadside cut.

4.2.17 Responsibility for surface water
drainage along public roads

Good surface water drainage not only helps to reduce
road damage but also reduces the potential for haz-
ardous conditions in frosty weather. The Landowner is
responsible for ensuring that no surface water escapes
on to the road as a result of poor drainage on his land.

4.2.18 Closing of a Public Road

You must seek permission to close a road for events such
as a Road Race or a Rally. Public notices must be inserted
in the local newspapers, giving details of the road

involved together with dates and times.Amember of the
public can object to a road being closed.For more details
contact the Roads Section at 047-30597.

4.2.19 Placenames

Developers of new estates must seek approval for the
name of the estate from Monaghan County Council. The
Council’s policy is that the name should refer to the area,
townlands etc.The Irish version of placenames is decided
by the Council’s Placenames Committee –
Logainmneacha na Gaeilge. Monaghan County Council’s
Irish Language Officers, Paul Clarke and Sean O
Raghallaidh, may be able to assist with some Irish trans-
lation. Phone 047 30500. The County Librarian, Joe
McElvaney, has a wealth of research material on town-
lands, local history etc. Phone 047 51143.

4.2.20 Street Furniture

The placing of objects on a public footpath requires per-
mission from the relevant local authority.Objects such as
sandwich boards, flower tubs, bins etc. may cause prob-
lems for people with sight andmobility problems as they
can obstruct the footpath. The owner of the object may
be open to civil action in the case of an accident caused
by, or contributed to by it.

Monaghan County Council is preparing a policy docu-
ment on the placing of street furniture, including sand-
wich boards, flower tubs, bins etc.This will serve to guide
both the Council and the public in best practice in this
matter. The document is expected to be available in
autumn 2008.

Advertising signs on a pavement can create a problem for people with limited mobility

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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CHAPTER 5
OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO GROUPS
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5.1 NeighbourWood Scheme

The Forest Service’s NeighbourWood Scheme provides
attractive support for the development of new and exist-
ing neighbourwoods for public access, recreation and
enjoyment on land in or near villages, towns and cities.
Woods may vary in size and shape; for example, a tree-
lined avenue might qualify for assistance.

This Scheme provides support to local authorities, pri-
vate landowners and others to develop attractive close-
to-home woodland amenities (or ‘neighbourwoods’) for
public use and enjoyment. The Scheme provides grants
and premiums (where applicable) for enhancing existing
woodland, establishing new woodland and installing
recreational facilities. Grants are at a maximum of 75%
and are based on a payment per hectare.

A manual setting out the scope of each scheme, a step-
by-step guide for developing applications, details of
standards and criteria, and a template for the required
management plan is available from the Forest Service.

Further information is available from the Dept of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food on
www.agriculture.gov.ie and follow the Forestry link.

5.2 CLÁR

This is a national programme, which aims to improve
infrastructure in areas of declining population. Usually
the programme operates by providing a top-up to grant
aid given to projects in the CLÁR area. Nearly all of Co.
Monaghan is now in CLÁR; some townlands around

Monaghan town, Castleblayney and Carrickmacross are
excluded.When applying for grant aid from any national-
ly-funded programme (such as the Sports Capital Grant),
you should specify if you’re in a CLÁR designated area, as
this may help to prioritise your project for assistance.

To check if your project is in a CLÁR area, you will need to
know the townland and District Electoral Division in
which it is located. Monaghan County Council’s Office of
Community & Enterprise will provide you with a letter
confirming the location of your project, if necessary.A list
of the county’s townlands, and whether or not they are in
CLÁR, is provided in Appendix D.

5.3 Funding for the Arts

Monaghan County Council’s Arts Office provides funding
to arts activities organised by the community sector
through the following programmes:

Arts Act Grants
Arts groups will receive assistance through once-off
awards for arts activities. Awards will continue to be
directed towards individuals pursuing artistic endeav-
ours, artists' groups, amateur and community arts
groups, and groups engaging in an arts project, organis-
ing a festival or event that incorporates arts activities, or
provide training and development in particular art forms
This is usually run in late January, with a closing date in
mid-February. It is open to recognised Arts
Organisations, Venues and Festivals. The target is to
assist 15 applicants per annum, with the amounts of
awards ranging from €700 - €1,500. Contact the Arts
Office at 047 71114 for further information.

Percent for Art Scheme
Where a Local Authority undertakes a major public infra-
structure projects, such as roads, sewerage schemes,
water treatment schemes etc., it can avail of a top-up to
provide public art at or near the site of the capital proj-
ect. The amount available for the artwork depends on
the expenditure on the infrastructure,but is based on 1%
of the total cost, subject to a maximum amount.

Monaghan County Council has employed a Co-Ordinator
to ensure that all arts monies are claimed and spent on
the various infrastructure projects around the county. If
your group have a need for a public art piece to comple-
ment your TidyTownswork,contact Joanne Behan to dis-
cuss your needs, and she will try to fit your project into
her workplan. Joanne can be contacted in the Arts Office
047 71114.

5.4 Conservation Grants

The purpose of this scheme is to assist owners or occu-
piers of a Protected structure to undertake necessary
works to secure the conservation of the structure. The
maximum grant available is 50%, up to a maximum of
€12,697.38.The scheme is open to private citizens and to
groups, and is usually run in January every year.

Even small pockets in an urban area can
become a local amenity, like this rest area
at the slipway in Ballybay, which was
developed jointly by the Local Authority
and Ballybay Development Association,
and funded by LEADER under the CLAR
programme

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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5.5 EU cross-border funding

The current round of EU structural funds runs from 2007-
2013. Schemes typically take 12-18 months before they
are ready to accept applications, so mid-2008 is a realistic
timeframe if you are thinking of making an application.

The two main EU funds available in Co.Monaghan are:
� PEACE III
� INTERREG IV

The focus of Peace III is very tightly on peace-building ini-
tiatives, and seeks to support programmes and initiatives
which serve this purpose. There is little to no money
available for capital/ infrastructure projects. Typical proj-
ects will focus on the process of bringing people togeth-
er to discuss difference and seek to build a lasting peace.
In Co. Monaghan, funding is being administered by the
Monaghan County Development Board Peace III Peace &
Reconciliation Partnership,which is based in the Office of
Community & Enterprise in Monaghan County Council.

The INTERREG programme operates throughout the EU,
wherever there are borders. Its aim is to address the neg-
ative economic effects that borders can have on the
overall development of a region. There are various
strands to the INTERREG IV programme, all of which have
a focus on cross-border activity. Successful projects are
expected to take a regional view of development and be
strategic in nature.

Further information can be found on both grant pro-
grammes on www.eugrants.org

5.6 Conservation Volunteers Ireland

If you or your community group wish to set up an envi-
ronmental project and don't knowwhere to start,CVI can
provide the following assistance, depending on the proj-
ect you have in mind;
� A survey of the area
� Provision of practical conservation measures ·
� Provision of bird boxes, bat boxes, hedgehog boxes,

and bird feeding stations
� Potential for funding
� Potential for training

The Trust also provides support to schools wishing to
establish wildlife gardens, and runs an annual grants pro-
gramme, including their Vodafone-sponsored Nature
Fund,which distributes €40,000 twice a year.

More information: www.cvi.ie or phone 01 4952878

5.7 Irish Seed Savers

The ISSA is a voluntary organisation based in Co. Clare,
which is dedicated to the location and preservation of
traditional varieties of fruit and vegetables. The
Association maintains a seed bank which distributes
seed of these non-commercially available vegetables, as
well as a network of heritage potatoes. The primary goal
of the ISSA is to bring Ireland's cultural and genetic her-
itage into the hands of ordinary people. The Association
provides apple trees and other plants from native
species, which could make an interesting addition to
your planting schedule.

Contact: info@irishseedsavers.ie 061 921856

Coillte used funding from the Peace II Task Force to create this beautiful amenity at Rossmore
Forest Park on the outskirts of Monaghan town. Sometimes less is more – minimal intrusion
by hard landscaping ensures the focus is firmly on the beauty of the surroundings
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5.8 Heritage Council grants

The Heritage Council is an independent statutory body
established under the Heritage Act, 1995. Its function is
to propose policies and priorities for the identification,
protection, preservation and enhancement of the
national heritage. The Heritage Council has allocated
more than €1million of National Lottery funding towards
six grant schemes:
� Local Heritage
� Publications
� Museums and Archives
� Wildlife
� Architecture Research
� Archaeology

Visit www.heritagecouncil.ie for further details.

5.9 Garda Community CCTV Scheme

This scheme provides CCTV surveillance in problem
areas at the request of the local community. 70% of the
installation cost up to Euro 100,000 is available. More
information is available from:
Community Based CCTV Schemes, Dept of Justice,
Equality & Law Reform, 72 St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2.
Tel 01 6028355

An item of local
heritage value being
used to good effect
in Inniskeen
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The sensitive treatment of old
structures can earn vital marks in
the ‘built environment’ category.
For example, have a plan in place
to ensure plants don’t weaken old
stone buildings, and highlight
what you have done in your entry
form



As there is a Handbook available for the national compe-
tition, this section is not designed to be exhaustive.
However, it covers the points which have been raised at
Network meetings about the competition. Treat is as a
‘Frequently Asked Questions’ section!

6.1 About the Competition

The Tidy Towns competition is organised by the Urban
and Village Development Section of the Department of
the Environment, Heritage and Local Government and
sponsored by SuperValu.

The competition started some 40 years ago, and remains
the primary event in the calendar for local environmental
improvement groups. In its early years, the competition
was mainly a tourism initiative, aimed at improving the
look of places and conserving the traditional features of
shops etc.Today, the competition takes a wider view and
seeks to reward groups who are taking care of their area
for environmental, heritage, tourism, economic, cultural
and social reasons.

The competition is run once a year. Entries are invited in
the spring, judging takes place over the summer, and the
results are announced in the early autumn. Each entry is

visited by a panel of judges, who arrive unannounced
and carry out their inspection incognito. They award
points across a set of categories. County, regional and
national titles are at stake across 7 population categories.
The national winner is the town or village with the high-
est overall score.

There is a category in the competition to suit everyone.
Have a look at the awards categories below, and at the
marking categories,which give a good indication of what
the competition is looking for.

The marking structure for the 2007 competition was as
follows:

Category MaximumMarks

Overall Developmental Approach 50
The Built Environment 50
Landscaping 50
Wildlife and Natural Amenities 50
Litter Control 50
Tidiness 30
Waste Minimisation 20
Residential Areas 40
Roads, Streets and Back Areas 50
General Impression 10
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The Prizes available in 2007 were:

National AwardWinner: €15,000 + trophy

Tidiest Village: €4,000 + trophy

Tidiest Small Town: €4,000 + trophy

Tidiest Large Town: €4,000 + trophy

Tidiest Large Urban Centre €4,000 + trophy

Gold Medal awards (7 population categories) €1,000 each

Silver Medal awards €800 each

Bronze Medal awards €500 each

Regional Awards (Co.Monaghan is in the NorthWest Region) €2,000 each

New Entry awards €1,000 each

County Awards (1st, 2nd, 3rd) €1,000, €800, €500

Endeavour Awards (one in each county) – for the most improved score €1,000

Best Bring Bank (one in each region) €1,000, plus overall award of a

further €1,000

Best Shopfront award (one in each region) €1,000 per region, plus overall

award of a further €1,000

Landscape awards (regional) €1,000, plus overall award €1,000

Schools award(regional) €750, plus overall award €1,000

Notice Nature Biodiversity Awards (regional) €1,000, plus overall award €1,000

Anti-Gum Litter Awards (by population category) €1,000, plus overall award €1,000

Building a Bi-Lingual Society awards (by population) €2,000, plus overall award: €3,000

prizemoney and a €4,000

advertising grant
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Special Awards:

Urban Village Award €1,000

Architectural Award €1,000

Promotion of Heritage Award €1,000

Islands Award €1,000

Sustainable Development Award €1,000

Gaeltacht Award €1,000

Waterside Award €1,000

TIP: It can be a good idea for a group new to the national competition to concentrate on a particular category, then
build from there.
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6.2 Why Enter?

Here are some of the reasons groups find it useful to
enter the competition, in their own words:
� “It can be very rewarding when the judges’marks

come back and they’ve given you a high mark for the
effort you’ve put in.There’s a sense of achievement in
seeing the marks improve year on year.”

� “You get a written report from the judges, commenting
on your work. Often they make suggestions for how
you can improve. Sometimes, these remarks have
good advice on how to treat a traditional feature, or
approach the conservation of a site etc, so it’s like having
access to free expert advice”

� “the competition entry form asks you to include your
development plan and drawings.This makes us think
out what we want to do and why, and helps us to plan
ahead”

� “We circulate the judges’ feedback to every house
hold, which people seem to appreciate.We feel that it

is a good way to maintain good will and get people
interested and involved.”

� “It’s a great motivational tool for both the committee
and the wider community”

� “it rewards the community for their hard work, and
the cash prizes can be used to fund further projects”

6.3 Who can Enter?

The competition is normally entered by the local Tidy
Towns committee. They will include the various individ-
ual projects under the relevant category. An application
form is automatically sent out each spring to the groups
who participated in the competition the year before. If
your area hasn’t participated before, you can request a
form by contacting:

Tidy Towns Unit, Department of the Environment and Local
Government, Custom House,Dublin 1.
Telephone 01 888 2300/2301

Getting people involved in con-
serving local heritage can be a
very positive experience. A plan
detailing the steps being taken
to conserve local heritage could
add to your group’s portfolio
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6.4 Entering the National Tidy Towns
Competition

Application forms are usually sent out to groups in the
spring. The forms are long and ask for a lot of detail, so
can be quite daunting to fill. However, it’s worth the
effort, as the judges work from the application form, so if
it’s not in, they simply won’t know about it and therefore
can’t judge it. Groups can find that they score lower than
expected in a particular category – often because the
judges didn’t know to go look at a particular project the
group had done!

Gerry Hand from Carrickmacross Tidy Towns and Angela
Graham from Drum Development Association gave a
presentation on how they complete the application form
to the Network in February 2006. Both emphasised the
need to show a 3 year plan of work. Angela’s handout on
putting together a 3 year plan is included in Appendix A.
A copy of Carrickmacross’s entry form for 2005 is includ-
ed in Appendix B.

Gerry's key tips for achieving success in the national Tidy
Towns competition were:
� Put time into the application form
� Pick up on comments made by the judges the

previous year
� Gear your effort to when the judges are due to arrive

(usually the same week each year)
� Prioritise on an annual basis
� Don't devote all your time to one area. Small projects

throughout the town have a better impact
� Projects such as wildlife areas, town trails and

brochures all make a good impression on the judges,
and can encourage individuals on the committee
who might have a talent in these directions.

� Work with the area engineer / roads section in the
Council to agree what work is to be carried out, and
when.

� Take photographs before, during and after
� Always have spares to replace damaged tubs/ dead

plants etc.

Gerry identified litter control and dereliction as major
problems for Tidy Towns groups. While volunteers are
always an issue,Gerry reminded groups that schools and
youth groups are often untapped resources, and involv-
ing young people in the work might help counteract
vandalism. He also encouraged groups to invest in a
good development plan. An independent report on the
area can often show issues which the group is overlooking

Other Tips:
� Make sure you record work as it is carried out, so that

you can add‘before’and‘after’photos to your application.
This makes a big impact

� Include your plan, and add notes on what you have
achieved, and where each is located. Another benefit
of having a plan is that it helps to keep the committee
focused and give them a sense of achievement as
tasks get ticked off.

� Answer every question fully
� Repeat the relevant information under each question

if necessary.
� Always include a map, showing the sites where your

projects are located.
� Provide directions to projects if they’re out of theway.
� Feed back the marks and judges’ comments to the

community, perhaps by way of a newsletter.This can
be a good way of getting support for next year,
encouraging owners of problem areas to take action,
and the newsletter should be featured as part of your
work plan.

� Local groups should link their plans to other plans
which affect their area, like the County Council’s
County Development Plan, or the Tidy Towns
Network’s plan when finished. Linking local
developments to a wider strategy can give more con
text to what the group is doing.

� Use themes to link your work, and show why you are
taking a particular approach. Eg, if you have a famous
writer from the 1930’s in the area, you might use
excerpts from his work, develop artwork based on his
work, recreate a 1930’s feel to the area.Or if the county
is known for its whitethorn hedges, you might have a
policy of replacing non-native hedges with
whitethorn. If you have a policy like this, the judges
won’t know about it unless you tell them.

� Make your application stand out. Use colour and/ or
technology in your application. Eg link your
application to a website showing more detail of your
work.

Prizes for Shop Fronts are a good way
to get local business involved

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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� Don’t forget to include the development phase of any
work in your workplan for the year. Also any leaflets,
studies, audits you may have carried out.

� Consider carrying out a heritage audit of the area, or
writing a litter management plan. Help on these is
available from Monaghan County Council.

6.5 How to Maximise your Score

The judges work very much from the information sup-
plied on the application form, so it’s important to men-
tion all the various schemes and projects which are being
done by all the groups, be they development associa-
tions, youth groups, community alert, the local church
group, the Town Council etc. Judges like joined-up think-
ing, so the more activity you can show, and the more
people linked into that, the better.

Don’t forget to include the various works being carried
out by the Town/ County Council. They are ‘partners’ in
your plan for developing the area.Demonstrating a good
working relationship, and ‘everyone singing from the
same hymnsheet’ can make an impression.

Examine the awards categories, and consider targeting a
particular category.

Ensure that the overall Tidy Towns committee is in regu-
lar contact with any Residents Associations within your
area. Discussing the work to be done and agreeing an
overall theme can vastly improve the overall impact of
your work. For example, you might agree a common
planting scheme, or to use the same style of litter bins
throughout the town/ village.

All improvements should have a context – in other
words, they shouldmake sense.A rock hewn from a quar-
ry 100 miles away may look out of place, no matter how
beautiful it may be. A good place to start is by doing a
heritage audit of your area, then use the themes from the
audit to give your work context.
Examples:
� Tydavnet TT’s uses the local saint, St Dympna as a

theme.
� Rockcorry and Glaslough are estate villages.The

FamineWalls around the estates dictate the kind of
stone that needs to be used in order for new to blend
with old. Restoration of old estate features may
attract funding from the Heritage Council, or
Monaghan County Council. Monaghan County
Council’s Heritage Officer is always ready to advise.

� Inniskeen’s links with Patrick Kavanagh suggest that it
should concentrate on achieving a 1920’s-1930’s rural
Ireland feel.

Whilst drawing from the past gives context to a group’s
work, the way in which this is expressed need not be a
traditional treatment: modern or even futuristic treat-
ments of a theme can work very well, and will certainly

catch the eye of the judges. However, it is a more risky
road to take, and it may be advisable to work with a pro-
fessional artist or designer if you are aiming for some-
thing more ‘out there’.

6.6 Tips from a National Judge
The following extract is from presentation given to the
Network in May 2003 by Ann O Leary, one of the judges
of the national competition:

� Use the Tidy Towns handbook.
� Have a plan. It needn't be elaborate, just a simple

work programme for next five years. Submit the plan
the first year you enter the Tidy Towns competition. In
subsequent years, submit a one-page summary of the
work programme in table format and tick off what
you have done each year, so judges will know what
you have done andwill take a look at it.This is especially
important if your project is outside the village and
might be missed.

� Take before and after photos. Judges will get an idea
what difference you are making.This is also a great
motivator locally.

� Submit a simple map showing what you want the
judges to look at. Hand-drawn is fine.Mark in what
judges should look at.This all helps the judges to
appreciate what the group has done and ensures
they don't miss anything.

Look for:
� What is ugly and fix it.
� What is beautiful and make the most of it - build a

theme around it
� Take inspiration of what is already there.

Management of natural hedgerows is a low-
maintenance alternative to maintaining
approach roads, and can become part of a
Wildlife Conservation Plan
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Identifying local building styles might encourage new
buildings in keeping of the area.
� Do a survey of local building styles and materials and

give information to developers at an early stage.
� Circulate the summary to local people, this is a good

motivator and shows the whole picture.This way,
people are less likely to take offence.

� Keep entering the awards, even if you don't win this
year. Successful submissions often have been in
several years. Resubmit each year.

� Shop-front award. Photographs should show the
whole building, not just the shop-front. Include gable
wall.

� Areas are not just marked on the absence of litter;
they are marked on the Litter Monitoring Plan.What
ongoing measures are in place in your area?

� Keep the recycling point clean and tidy.
� Kerbs choked with weeds, base of buildings and walls

all lose marks.
� Flowers are labour intensive.They won't get the same

marks as permanent planting.What will? Trees, as
they are there throughout the year.

Landscaping - choose plants native to the area, that are
found in this environment naturally.Try to have seasonal
interest. Only use ornamental plants in a garden or a
park.

Natural amenities - Rivers etc. Keep as natural as possi-
ble. Old pieces of machinery can be used to good effect
and is cheaper than sculpture.

Wildlife - Be able to identify what is there and be able to
take steps to preserve it in the face of development.
Marks are also given to promoting understanding of
wildlife. An example of this - information boards, leaflets.

Approach roads - There is less emphasis on this. Don't
go out two miles. It is acceptable to leave them natural. It
doesn’t mean to do nothing; you don't need mowed
verges, but you should manage the hedgerows. Ensure
the hedgerows offer protection to wildlife. Lay the
hedges near the base as they provide shelter for wildlife.
Don't cut back hedges until the end of April.

Other points
� Don’t forget to look at back areas and laneways, if

they can be seen from public road
� Organise parking side to kerb, this reduces the visual

impact.Try to get a consistent approach in front of all.
� Keep signposts clean andpointing in the right direction
� With flowers in containers, try to take the eye away

from the container - ensure profuse flower display.
� In hardscaping, avoid foreign materials e.g. pink

cable-block. Red brick in the middle of grey is also a
no-no.

� Make use of climbing plants on large buildings.
� Wirescape - try not to have wires crossing the street
� Reveal bits of stone here and there.They don't have to

be totally intact stonewalls.
� Capping stones are good when they are deep but

don't do little fiddly ones.
� Fill pockets in walls with wild flowers. Collect wild

flowers locally, as foreign flowers can be invasive.
� Highlight any old building skills in the area.
� Shop fronts - retain original features where possible
� Make sure information boards etc. don't become an

eyesore themselves.
� If you are not following good practice for any reason

– eg.not providing litterbins in an area due to a problem
such as dumping – highlight this in your entry form.
Give details of the strategy you have in place for
managing the problem.

� Avoid non-native species. If you need to add
ornamental plants to support bees or butterflies,
section it off and make it clear why.

� Use herbs, tactile plants - sensory garden for other
possible 'sections'.

� Machine-cutting hedges don't allow young trees to
mature, but you wouldn't lose marks for cutting them
that way. Perhaps you could manage a short sketch of
hedgerow by hand as a compromise.

Judges do try to vary the time of year they visit from year
to year. If you are judged early, say so in application form
and they will try to judge later the following year.

Regional judges judge their own region, up to a certain
mark. Higher marked entries are judged by the national
judges. Top marked entries are judged twice. Judges go
around individually, then they meet up and discuss their
decision. Judges do go into estates.

6.7 Sample Entry Form

Carrickmacross Tidy Towns have kindly supplied a copy
of their entry form for 2004.This is included in Appendix B.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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CHAPTER 7
DEALING WITH CHALLENGING ISSUES
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7.1 Vandalism & Graffiti

Every Tidy Towns group knows the feeling of frustration
and disappointment that comes from finding newly-
planted trees uprooted, broken alcohol bottles in play-
grounds, green areas deeply rutted with tyre tracks, flow-
ers pulled up and scattered, even shrubs and stonework
stolen. It is becoming a hazard of the job; regarded
almost as the inevitable outcome of drunken Saturday
night revelry.

In combating vandalism, it can be useful to ‘profile’ the
problem. Are there particular days, or times of the year,
when the problem is at its worst? Are there particular
areas which suffer more than others?

Once the issues have been identified, they can be exam-
ined for causes, and also for factors which might be con-
tributing to the problem.
For example,
� Is a flower bed which is regularly trashed located near

a late night take-away?
� Is a lack of seating contributing to people using your

steep bank of flowers as a bench?
� Is there a lack of lighting in an area which has become

a target for graffiti?

A Vandalism/ Graffiti Management Plan can then be
developed.This will outline the steps to be taken to tack-
le each identified issue.This will probably include a num-
ber of projects, which can be an excellent way of target-
ing the effort, as well as providing a way for other groups,
such as the local youth club, to become involved in your
work.

Here are a few tricks to make things a little more difficult
for the vandals:
� Plant beds with thorny varieties of roses
� Using thick-growing shrubs can make it more difficult

for vandals to penetrate. Shrub roses can make a very
effective- and pretty – hedge

� Blackthorn and whitethorn are also excellent in this
regard, and have the added benefit of being part of
our vernacular landscape

� Use climbing roses to protect walls etc
� Where vandalism is being done by young people,

involve the local youth club, church youth group, or
scouts in designing and maintaining an area.Young
people will protect areas they have worked on them
selves, and will challenge anyone they see abusing it.

� Where an area is being used for late night congregations,
provide adequate bins for litter. Enlist the local
businesses which benefit from the late night trade to
help do a clean-up the day following the late night
activity. Ensure their co-operation is well rewarded
through publicity and custom, and they may be more
than happy to get involved.

� Provide bright lighting in areas which are being used

for ‘sessions’. Sensor lighting can be a very effective
deterrent to loitering.

� Consider introducing a CCTV scheme (or at least a few
cameras) in persistently troublesome spots. See
Section 4.4.9 for details of the Community CCTV
Scheme.

� Provide the Gardai with a list of the places where you
are having trouble, and ask them to keep an eye during
their late night patrols.

� Ensure that all features are well secured by cementing
in, staking down etc. Consider chaining flower tubs to
prevent them being used as a missile.Mobile alarm
kits can also be obtained.These are designed to prevent
the theft of items such as trailers, and are activated by
motion.

� Consider ‘defacing’ anything which may be tempting
to thieves, so that it will be difficult for them to sell on.
Strategies might include spraying the name of your
group on tubs – the more visible the ‘defacement’, the
better. It can be done stylishly, and may even become
an artistic feature to your work.

� Likewise, with graffiti, consider providing a ‘graffiti
wall’ to encourage youth participation and provide
them with a voice.Making graffiti ‘part of the
establishment’ defeats its purpose and can be all that
is needed to make ‘tagging’ a less attractive pastime.
Also, the feature becomes a piece of art which
enhances the community, thus not only eliminating a
negative, but turning it into an asset.

Funding is available to tackle graffiti through an innova-
tive “National Graffiti Reduction Programme”. This is
being rolled out by Pobal, on behalf of the Depts of
Justice, Equality & Law Reform and Environment,
Heritage & Local Government. Two calls for applications
will be made during 2008 (May and October). Projects
must involve a partnership arrangement between the
local group and the Local Authority. Up to ?150,000 is
available.

Further detail on the Scheme can be obtained from the
Office of Community & Enterprise, Monaghan County
Council. Phone 047 38140.

7.2 Dereliction

The Derelict Sites Act 1990 gave greater powers and
responsibility to Local Authorities in dealing with derelict
sites. Councils must maintain a register of derelict sites.
They can serve notice on the owner of such a site to rec-
tify the dereliction. If this is not done, the Council has the
power to confiscate the site and carry out the necessary
work themselves. The Council is currently in the process
of updating the Derelict Sites Register. A number of
derelict sites still remain in the register and the Council
will be informing the registered owners in due course.
The Council can impose an annual charge on the owner
of a derelict site.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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The planning authority can take action where a structure
is becoming endangered through neglect. It can specify
works which it considers necessary to prevent the struc-
ture from deteriorating further.This can be done by issu-
ing a notice under Section 59 of the 2000 Act or, if appro-
priate, a notice under Section 11 of the Derelict Sites Act
1990. However, it is preferable that intervention should
take place at an early stage, before deterioration takes
hold.

Often, the reason for a building becoming derelict is
related to unclear title to the property.Where ownership
is in dispute, or unknown, properties often fall into disre-
pair. Carrickmacross Tidy Towns encountered this issue
with a property in the middle of the town. They took a
pragmatic approach to the problem: “We couldn’t find
out who owned the building, so decided to do up the
exterior of the building ourselves.We took the approach
that if the owners had any objections, they would make
themselves known to us when the work started.” (Gerry
Hand, during walk-about tour of Carrickmacross by the
Network)

7.3 Littering

In the Litter Pollution Act 1997, litter is defined as:
"a substance or object that,when deposited in a place other
than a litter receptacle, is likely to become unsightly, delete-
rious, nauseous or unsanitary."

Bord Failte receives over 5,000 complaints about litter
from visitors each year. Co. Monaghan is considered to
have a serious litter problem compared to other parts of
the country.

Under the Litter Pollution Act 1997, littering in a public
place can be subject to an On-the-Spot fine of €150 or a
court appearance and maximum fine of up to €3,000.
Monaghan County Council issued 78 On-the-Spot-fines
in 2007.

Examples of offences under the Act:
� Leaving or throwing litter in a public place or in any

place that is visible from a public place.
� The Act places a duty on the owner of a vehicle (or

person in charge of it) to prevent the creation of litter
from the vehicle. This applies to vehicles used to
transport goods or materials.

� The Act enables local authorities to serve notices on
the occupiers of specified classes of premises e.g.
schools, cinemas etc or on the promoters of events
attracting large crowds, to prevent litter. Furthermore,
if you are the owner or the person responsible for a
place to which the public has access, you are required
to keep the place litter-free, regardless of how the
litter got there.

� Property owners/occupiers must keep all outdoor
areas of their properties free of litter if it is visible from
a public place. In addition, if you occupy land/
premises along a public road in a built up area, you
are required to keep the footpaths, pavements or
grass verges in front of your property free of litter.

� The Act makes it an offence to exhibit articles or
advertisements on any structures.

� It is an offence for a person in charge of a dog not to
clean up when the dog fouls in certain specified
public places.

� It is an offence to dispose of your household refuse in
street litter bins.

If you have any information regarding illegal dump-
ing/littering please contact the Environment Section,
Monaghan County Council @ Freephone 1800 200014.
This service by Monaghan County Council allows you to
report illegal dumping and littering to the Council in a
confidential manner. Your name will not be used – it’s
their name the Council wants, not yours!

Council staff investigate all reports of illegal dumping
and action is taken where appropriate. When leaving a
message please give exact location of litter or illegal
dumping.

Monaghan County Council is keen to try innovative litter
prevention and management measures. Funding may be
made available where necessary. If your group has an
idea, contact Moira Kelly, the Environmental Awareness
Officer, on 047 30592.

7.4 Illegal Dumping

It is illegal to ‘fly-tip’ in non-designated dumping
grounds. It is also an offence to allow your land to be
used as a dump. This means that if someone dumps on
your land, it is YOUR responsibility to clean it up.

Soil and stones
In some situations, a person may be guilty of illegal
dumping simply because he/ she does not realize that
the material they are handling is actually regarded as a
Waste. For example, a person might decide to fill in a hol-
low in a field with natural stone and soil . But this could
lead to environmental damage - such as the destruction
of a protected area such as a wetland or bog. So before
carrying out any infilling, check first with the
Environment Section of Monaghan County Council on
047 30592 . In certain circumstances a waste permit for
this type of activity may need to be obtained from the
Council.
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7.5 Taking in Charge

When a private housing estate has been completed, it is
possible for the Local Authority to take over the mainte-
nance of the estate’s roads, footpaths, sewers, water
mains, public lighting and open spaces. This process is
known as ‘Taking in Charge’, and is carried out under
Section 26 of the Planning Act 1963.

Where difficulty has arisen in the past is that before the
Local Authority will agree to take an estate in charge, it
requires that the estate be in good order.Where a devel-
oper has failed to complete work – such as landscaping –
or it has been finished to an unacceptably low standard
– such as road surfacing – the Council may refuse to take
the estate in charge until outstanding works have been
completed.This can lead to lengthy delays.

In February 2008, the Minister for Environment, Heritage
& Local Government issued comprehensive guidance to
local authorities to assist them in undertaking the
process of taking an estate in charge.

The main principles now set out in the overall framework
for taking in charge are:
� A statement of the facilities that will be taken in

charge and the maintenance services that will be
provided must be set out and the issue of taking in
charge must be addressed at the pre-planning stage
with the approved design facilitating the taking in
charge of core facilities;

� Developers will be required, through the development
management process /permission, to complete
residential developments to a standard that is in
compliance with the planning permission granted;

� Planning authorities must take all necessary
measures in this regard in particular through securing
adequate bonds, inspection of construction and
enforcement action when necessary;

� The procedures for taking in charge will begin
promptly on foot of a request by the majority of the
residents in the development or by the developer, as
appropriate. Protocols, including time frames,must
be set out by planning authorities to respond to
requests for taking in charge;

� In general, planning authorities must not attach
management companies as a condition of planning
in respect of traditional housing estates;

� In relation to older estates, priority must continue to
be placed on resolving those estates that have been
left unfinished /not taken in charge for the longest
period.

Monaghan County Council is in the process of producing
a ‘Taking in Charge Policy’ document,which will be avail-
able by autumn 2008. This will guide the Council in tak-
ing new estates in charge from then on.

7.6. Soiling of Public Roads

It is illegal to allow a public road to become soiled. This
includes the spreading of slurry across hedges from a
public road, which is prohibited. Should your group be
experiencing difficulty with a local resident who is per-
sistently soiling the public road, contact the Environment
Section of the Council. Keeping a record of events,partic-
ularly dates and photos, can be of help.The Environment
Section’s policy is to first speak informally to the offend-
er. If this doesn’t resolve the issue, a warning letter is usu-
ally issued. Legal proceedings can be taken, but are usu-
ally a last resort.

If your group’s activities result in a public road becoming
soiled – perhaps with earth from the tracks of a digger –
it is your responsibility to return the road to its original
condition. This is treated as a littering offence. Should
someone have an accident on the road as a result of the
soiled material, your group may be held liable.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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CHAPTER 8
ASK THE EXPERTS

Wetland areas can be a
haven for flora and fauna,
and should be viewed as
an opportunity to create
something special.
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The following section consists of notes from a number of
talks given to the Tidy Towns Network at meetings over
the past few years, and other publications produced for
the Network following study trips etc.

8.1 IncorporatingWildlife into Tidy Towns
– A lecture by Peadar Morgan to the
Network in April 2004.

Peadar Morgan is a retiredWildlife Ranger and has set up
the Clontibret Wildlife Centre. In April 2004, Peadar was
invited by the Network to talk about steps groups could
take to incorporate the needs of wildlife into their work-
plans, so as to increase the number of wildlife in their
area.

Peader started his talk by speaking of the decline in bird
numbers generally, even among common species. He
attributed the decline in large part to the declining avail-
ability of food. For example:
� the partridge feeds on redshank seeds. Redshank is a

weed associated with wet corners of potato fields.
Improved drainage and use of herbicides have
removed the redshank, and therefore the bird
population which depended upon it.

� The extensive drainage of agricultural ground has
reduced the available habitats for a large number of
species, such as snipe.

� The intensive grass production of modern farming
makes it difficult for ground-nesting birds, as early
silage cutting conflicts with the nesting season

� The supply of insects has dropped dramatically both
in the air and on the ground, as a consequence of
widespread use of insecticides, and in some areas by
the spreading of spent mushroom compost in bogs,
which causes a change in acidity in the soil, thus
killing off many insect species.

� Planting of non-native species of tree etc., which
provide little in the way of winter feed.

Peadar suggested that Tidy Towns groups adopt the fol-
lowing:
� Provide nesting boxes.They may not be used initially,

but don't be discouraged
� Include shrubs which produce berries, and oak trees

in your planting programme
� Alder, willow and dogwood are tree species which

sustain a wide variety of wildlife
� Feed birds all year round to prolong the life of all

species. Peanut feeders are particularly useful, as
peanuts are very high in oil and protein, and the
feeder prevents the bird from taking a whole nut,
which if fed to a fledgling,might cause choking.

� Don't eradicate all wet areas. Instead,manage the wet
area so that wildlife is encouraged.

� Control mink near water courses.This is best done
with mink traps.

� Bats provide a vital link in the order of things, as they

are the only airborne insect-eater during the hours of
darkness. Provide bat boxes, and think carefully
before removing old buildings which might provide
suitable roosting space.

� Keep hedgerows tidy, but don't remove weeds. For
example, goldfinches feed exclusively on 'teazle', and
nettles are a valuable food source for bees.

� Develop a wildlife area, or a wildlife trail, but be
careful not to encourage people to disturb vital areas,
such as nesting sites.There is a special category on
wildlife areas in the National Tidy Towns competition.

In addition to the measures which need to be tackled
over the whole area, every one of us can help promote
the survival of wildlife within our own homes, by:
� limit our use of detergents
� get our children interested from a young age
� avoid filling wetlands and leave some wet corners on

our fields
� avoid using rodent poisons, as the poison passes up

the food chain to owls and other animals which feed
on mice and rats.

Peadar reminded themembers that all wild birds are pro-
tected by law, and that it is an offence to interfere with a
nest. He also extended an invitation to all Tidy Towns
groups to visit his exhibition centre in Clontibret, where
he has re-created a number of habitats.

8.2 Wildlife Areas: Plants, Birds & Insects
– notes from a talk by Jenny Blackburn of

Greenfingers Garden Centre to the Network in June
2003

� Wildflowers can be sown from April to June,depending
on weather, and again in late August into September.

� After sowing, never let seed dry out
� Seeds sown in September will not germinate until the

following spring, by which time the soil will have
formed a crust. Break this crust with a rake to aid the
seed in germinating

� Use different types of seed mixes for different soil
types. Eg seaside mix, woodland mix, hedgerow mix,
wetland mix,

� Meadow flowers are sown without grasses and need
only be cut when flowers fade in autumn.

� Flora sown with grass needs to be cut regularly.
Remove grass when it grows 15-25cm high (except
between June/ August)

� Use a strimmer or scythe to mow flora or grasses
� Use a butterfly mixture to attract butterflies
� If you have sown a bird and wildlife mixture, do not

mow it until spring, as birds and wildlife will feed on
the dead flower heads and insects throughout the
winter. Cut in spring and again in late June

� Wildflowers will grow in good soil, but do better on
poor soil.

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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� Ivy is a good source of food for birds and insects,
particularly during the winter. It also provides a
habitat for hibernating butterflies and nesting birds.

� Encourage ivy to flower by pulling shoots away from
walls or trees so that it hangs

� Nature is the best pest control:
� Ladybirds, hoverflies and lacewings feed on

aphids and greenfly
� Frogs and hedgehogs feast on slugs
� Poached egg plant attracts bees and hoverflies

� Compost heaps provide a frost free area in winter
where birds can feed on insects and seeds. It is also a
good hibernating area for hedgehogs and frogs

� A water feature will introduce aquatic creatures like
dragonfly, skaters, frog spawn, nymphs, whirligig
beetles, water boatmen and water spiders

� When making a water hole, ensure the edges are shal
low for wildlife to wade in and out, and plant ground
cover to provide cover for insects. Good plants
include crowfoot, pond weed, astilbe, bergenia and
hosta

� A wooded area should have 4 layers:

Layer Plants Wildlife supported

Ground leaf litter, rotting logs, Woodlice,
moss, ivy, fungi centipedes,

millipedes and
beetles

Field shade cowslips, Field mice, wrens,
bluebells, garlic, dunnocks,
wood anemones blackbirds,
wood sorrel,

Shrub holly, hazel, hawthorn, Robins, finches
crab apple,
honeysuckle, dog rose,
ivy, elderberry

Canopy rowan, oak, birches, Spiders, thrushes,
alder, beech tits

� A natural hedge resembles a mini-forest.
� Bees and butterflies gather nectar during the day, and

bats at night
� Nettles are a necessity for butterflies, who lay their

eggs on them and the caterpillars feed on the leaves
� Bees like gorse, ivy bloom, clover, sage,mint, and

flowering currant
� Moths like night-scented stock, honeysuckle, tobacco

plant
� Plants that birds feed on include: rowan, ivy, briar,

honeysuckle, bramble, cherry, holly, hawthorn, teasel,
meadowsweet,primrose,aster,quince and sunflowers

� Bird boxes should face away from direct sunshine
� All insects love heat

8.3Weed Control
– notes from a talk by Jenny Blackburn of
Greenfingers Garden Centre to the Network in March
2003

There are two types of weeds: annual and perennial:
� annuals grow every year and usually have shallow

roots. If left to develop, a fresh crop of seeds is
produced the same year, resulting in a fresh crop
developing next year.These weeds are easily killed by
cultivation or by chemical application. Examples
include groundsel, chickweed and redshank

� perennial weeds grow from year to year on over-
wintering roots.They are usually deep rooted, and
difficult to kill. Cultivation of the soil aids in spreading
these weeds. For efficient control, use chemicals.
Examples include scotch grass, docks, thistles, nettles,
bramble, bracken

There are two types of weed killer:
� non-selective weedkiller. This kills all plants.The best

example is Gramoxone,which kills all green tissue on
contact. Gramoxone is a controlled chemical.Weedol
is a similar product, and is available over the counter.

� Selective weedkillers kill only selected plants in grass
or within a crop. Examples include 2-4-D,MCPA and
Linuron.Make sure you’re using the right product for
the weed you wish to kill.

Weed killers work in different ways. It is important to read
the manufacturer’s instructions to determine how to
apply the product:
� foliage-applied weedkillers affect plants through the

leaves.The poison is absorbed through the leaves
into the sap,which transports the poison around the
plant. It is important therefore to use this type of
weed killer during the growing season,when the sap
is moving. Examples of this type of weedkiller are
Clinic, Gallup, Round-up, Nettleban, 2-4-D, Bandock
and MCPA.
� Foliage-applied weedkillers give best results

when applied in warm weather. Rainfall will wash
the product off and reduces its effect.

� weedkillers kill by coming into contact with
green plant tissue.They are mainly used for killing
annual weeds. Example:Weedol

� soil-applied weedkillers affect plants mainly through
their roots.These must be applied under suitable
conditions if satisfactory results are to be obtained.
� The presence of moisture in the soil at the time of

application is important
� If applied in dry conditions, the product will not

reach the roots of germinating seedlings
� Heavy soils can absorb the weedkiller,making it

less effective
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Examples of this type of weedkiller are:
� Simizine, Caseron G4 – these products form a seal on

the surface of the soil, and should only be applied to
weed-free soil

� Glyphos – should be applied in a rainfall-free period
of min 6 hours, preferable 24 hours after spraying. A 3
week period is needed for the product to travel
through the sap to the root system and affect the
weed properly.Therefore it will take some time before
the weeds show any sign of kill.

Important Points to Note:
� Cultivation should commence when the weed is

completely killed.
� Too much is as bad as too little
� Spray must be applied evenly
� If you have bulbs planted in the area to be sprayed,

wait until the leaves have completely withered before
applying the weed killer

� Use boiling water and washing soda to wash out
sprayers after use. Don’t forget the sprayer chamber

� Slow-acting is not less effective than fast-acting
� Always store weedkillers under lock and key
� Always wear protective clothing
� Keep children and animals away from sprayed areas

for 24 hours after spraying
� Always follow manufacturer’s instructions
� Weed killers are hazardous chemicals – dispose of

them carefully!

8.4 Lawns
– notes from a talk by Jenny Blackburn of

Greenfingers Garden Centre to the Network in March
2003

Feeding
� The idea of feeding is to produce a closely-knit turf in

which neither weeds nor moss can get a foothold. A
well-fed lawn will also be more resistant to disease.

� Every lawn benefits from occasional feeding. A lawn
which needs nutrients becomes stressed and grows
less vigorously.This is when weeds and moss can get
a hold.

� Mowing seriously drains the major plant nutrients
from the soil. Feed during spring and summer with a
compound lawn feed which will contain Nitrogen,
Potash and Phosphates. If the lawn becomes pale
during July and August, use a summer feed,which will
have a heavier nitrogen content. In the autumn, feeds
should concentrate on phosphates and potash, with a
slow-acting nitrogen compound. Feeding a lawn in
the autumn can help reduce winter growth of moss.

Mowing
� Avoid cutting lawns too close. A height of around 1” in

summer is about right. Cutting shorter will stress the
grass, and allow weeds to get a hold. It will also make

the lawn more susceptible to drought as well as pest
and disease problems.

� Avoid continually cutting in the same direction.
Alternate the way you cut the lawn to avoid uneven
growth and a bumpy-looking lawn

� Don’t cut grass when it’s wet, as it can lead to
compaction

� Don’t mow when there’s frost on the ground
� You can mow during the winter, providing the grass is

still growing, but keep the cutting height a little
higher.

Moss
� moss thrives in shade. Prune overhanging branches

if lawn is compacted, aerate with a garden fork or
aerator

� moss thrives on poor soil. Feed the lawn
� kill off moss by applying sulphate of iron, or a com

pound fertilizer with added weedkiller
� remove dead moss from around grass roots by scari

fying: but wait until the moss is dead, or you’ll just be
spreading the problem around

Weeds
� use a selective weedkiller. This can be either included

in a fertilizer, or in liquid form. For best results, apply
during the growing season, and when the soil is
moist.

� Wait at least 7 days before mowing, and don’t put
cuttings in the compost heap.

� If necessary, apply a second treatment after 5 weeks

8.5 Tree Planting
– notes from a talk by Jenny Blackburn of

Greenfingers Garden Centre to the Network in
February 2004

A tree should be planted neither too deep nor too shal-
low.
� Set a board across the top of the hole to ensure the

correct planting depth.The old soil mark on the stem
of the tree should be level with the bottom of the
board.The hole should be deep enough to allow the
old soil mark to be just below the soil surface after
planting.

Be careful not to dig too large a hole.This can contribute
to wind-rock, which destabilises the roots. Also, as the
roots grow out towards the more compacted soil, the
tree’s progress may be compromised.
� The hole should be wide enough to allow the roots to

spread out evenly
� If using organic material such as manure (which

should be well rotted), ensure this is laid below the
roots, with a layer of soil between the manure and the
roots, to avoid scalding.
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Before you plant:
� Trees benefit from having their roots soaked in water

overnight before planting
� Check your chosen location to ensure it is suitable

� Will the tree be too big for the site when it is
mature?

� Is the amount of shade & sunlight afforded by the
sight suited

Planting mixture:
For each tree to be planted, mix 1 part soil with 1 part
moss peat and 3oz bonemeal or organic fertilizer.

How to plant:
� First, plant the stake, then the tree
� Place the tree in the hole
� Work a couple of spade-fulls of planting mixture

around the tree
� Shake the tree gently up and down and add more

planting mixture. Firm this around the roots with your
fist

� Half-fill the hole with more planting mixture and firm
down gently by treading. Start treading from the
edge of the planting hole, working gradually towards
the centre

� Add more planting mixture until the hole is full, and
tread down again

� Spread a little soil around the stem so that the surface
forms a low dome.Then build a shallow ring around
the planting hole.This will form a water-retaining
basin

Staking
� Buy stakes which have been treated with a wood

preservative
� Place the stake on the side from which the prevailing

wind blows
� Drive the stake in firmly approx 30cm below the

bottom of the planting hole
� Plant the tree as above
� The tree stem should be approx 1cm away from the

post
� Use a rubber tie to secure the tree to the stake.Ties

that won’t stretch will constrict the trunk and cut into
the tree as it grows, leaving an entry route for disease
and pests

� Leave the tie loose for a couple of weeks until the tree
has settled, then tighten

� Adjust the ties as the stem thickens

Aftercare
� Once the tree is planted,water thoroughly
� Control grass growth. Keep at least 30cm away from

the base of the tree for at least 2 years after planting.
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With careful planning, it is possible to have
colour from native species for much of the
year: Blackthorn provides blossom in April,
Whitethorn in May, and gorse can provide
spectacular blooms throughout the winter
months.
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8.6 Hanging Baskets, tubs and flower beds
– a talk by Jenny Blackburn of Greenfingers Garden
Centre to the Network in June 2003

The tub, the liners and what type of compost you use is
important. Multi purpose compost has fertiliser in it for
four weeks. The tub and basket compost will last much
longer. The baskets need watering every day. Windy
weather dries up the roots.Wetting agents are available
to slow down drying out. One idea is to freeze water in a
coke bottle, turn it upside down in the basket and it will
release water for a few days; or you could scatter ice
cubes over the basket. The fertiliser to use must have
high Potash for good flowers and low Nitrogen for small
leaves. Flowers need to be fed lightly on every second

day rather than large amounts, compost must be moist.
Dead head the baskets at least once a week to prolong
blooming and encourage plenty more colour. Check for
green and black fly and spray every 3rd day.

Bedding plants – Use fertiliser first – Gromore – and dig it
in. Leave ground for a few days and then plant flowers.
They need to be fed and watered as much as the tub
plants .The best liner to use is moss.Line the bottom only
by 2 inches or the roots will rot. Do not cover the ground
in polythene as this stagnates soil. Use Maypex as this
allows soil to breathe and lets water go down to the
roots. Use 3-4 inches of bark or stones. The bark takes
nutrients out of soil, the leaves may turn yellow. Mulch
around new trees keeps moisture in soil.

8.7 Pruning
– notes from a talk by Jenny Blackburn of
Greenfingers Garden Centre to the Network in
February 2004

Why prune?
� To create a pleasing shape
� Or a shrub may outgrow its allocated space
� It may become full of decayed and weak growth, due

to light being unable to penetrate through the mass
of stems

� The shrub may become more susceptible to pests
and disease

� Or it may become bare at the base
� If not pruned, it may get blown about by the wind

and damaged
� And it may produce inferior quality blooms. Pruning

encourages more flowers, fruit and foliage. An
unpruned plant will often only flower on the top
branches, which may be too tall to see

� Variegated plants can revert back to green unless
pruned regularly.

When to prune
� If pruning to remove dead, damaged or diseased

stems, do so when you see them
� Otherwise, spring is a good time to prune. Cut back to

the new buds that are emerging
� Shrubs that flower on a stem produced the same year

can be pruned throughout winter or in early spring
by cutting out old flowering stems

� Shrubs which flower on stems produced the previous
season can be pruned immediately after flowering in
early summer. This allows new shoots to grow and
ripen before the winter months, so they are ready to
produce flowers the following spring

� If you want the plant to produce lots of new growth,
then don’t prune until springtime

� With Rhodor Azalias and Camellias, remove dead
flowers when they are finished flowering, otherwise
the plant won’t flower profusely next year

� Evergreens generally need less pruning, and it is done
usually in the dormant season when required.

Pruning Young Trees
� prune before the sap rises in the spring. Any time

during the winter is suitable.
� If a sizeable area of wood is left exposed by the

pruning, paint with a protective substance to ensure
disease cannot enter the tree

� to encourage young trees to grow outwards, prune
away branches which grow towards the centre of the
tree. Also prune branches which cross.

Formal flower beds, planted with species which will stay low so as not
to obstruct motorists’ visibility add beauty to this junction in RockcorryHanging basket in

Smithboro
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� to ensure the next year’s growth will be in the desired
direction, ensure that the top bud left on a branch is
facing in the desired direction

Pruning Roses
� HT and FL roses are cut back to 4”above ground level

after planting
� Cut roses back to half their length during October-

November, and remove weak stems,which are
unlikely to produce good blooms

� The best time to prune roses is when the sap or
growth is just beginning,when the top bud has
swollen, but before the leaves have appeared

� Cut out old and diseased stems, also stems which are
criss-crossing in the inside of the plant.This will avoid
wind rock

� The remaining stems should be cut back to 5 or 6
buds from the base of the previous season’s growth

� Prune to an outward-growing bud to encourage an
open framework of growth during the season

� Free flowering ramblers are pruned in late summer,
after flowering

� Climbers are pruned by shortening back flower
shoots after flowering to 3 buds on lateral.

Tips & tricks
� If you’re pruning for a particular shape, cut back to

where you want a new shoot to grow from
� If seed pods appear, the energy of the plant is

exhausted in growing and ripening the seed. Remove
heads of flowers before pods develop

� Prune shrubs after planting to encourage strong,
vigorous growth

� When pruning in spring,make sure the frost has
passed away so the cut wood will not be frosted, or
the new soft growth damaged by the frost

� Slope the cut to prevent water and spores from
entering the wound

� When removing diseased or dead wood,make sure
you prune back to the main stem or to good wood

� How to recognize a dead stem:
� Scratch the bark with a thumb nail. If it is green

underneath, the stem is alive. If it is brown, it is
dead

� Diseased wood has a dark stain in the centre;
healthy wood is clean

� Diseased wood is brittle; healthy wood is springy
� Where to cut:

� Plants produce new growth from buds along the
branches, so cut above a bud when removing a
stem or part of a stem

� Don’t leave short stumps or dead wood on the
tree or shrub, as this will encourage diseases such
as coral spot

8.8 Composting
– notes from a talk by Jenny Blackburn of
Greenfingers Garden Centre to the Network in
February 2004, combined with information from
“How to make Compost”at www.compostguide.com

Don’t think of your lawn cuttings, prunings etc as waste
to be disposed of; these can be composted to produce
an ideal source of nourishment for the garden. Compost
is a valuable plant food, but is also an excellent source of
humus (decayed organic matter), which improves soil
structure, thus enabling plants to grow more strongly.

When compost is dug into heavy soil, it opens the soil
pores up and makes it easier to work. Added to light,
sandy soil, the compost increases the soil texture,
enabling the soil to retain more moisture and nutrients.
The organic matter provided in compost provides food
for microorganisms,which keeps the soil in a healthy,bal-
anced condition. Nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus
will be produced naturally by the feeding of microorgan-
isms, so few if any soil amendments will need to be
added. Besides producing more good soil faster, making
the compost faster creates heat which will destroy plant
diseases and weed seeds in the pile.

The following elements must all be present in order for
decomposition to happen:
� heat
� air
� moisture
� the right mix of organic materials
A lack in any of these will slow down the decomposition
process, or may even stall it completely.

By knowing the optimum conditions of heat, moisture,
air, and materials, you can speed up the composting
process.

Heat
The temperature of the managed pile is important - it
indicates the activity of the decomposition process. The
easiest way to track the temperature inside the pile is by
feeling it. If it is warm or hot, everything is fine. If it is the
same temperature as the outside air, the microbial activ-
ity has slowed down and you need to add more nitrogen
(green) materials such as grass clippings, kitchen waste,
or manure.

Air
Air circulation is an important element in a compost pile.
Most of the organisms that decompose organic matter
are aerobic - they need air to survive. There are several
ways to keep your pile breathing.Try not to use materials
that are easily compacted such as ashes or sawdust,with
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outmixing themwith a coarser material first.People who
build large piles often add tree branches or even ventila-
tion tubes vertically into different parts of the pile, to be
shaken occasionally, to maximize air circulation. A more
labor-intensive way to re-oxygenate the pile is to turn
the pile by hand, using a large garden fork, or if you hap-
pen to have a digger on site, it will take just a second to
turn the pile. The simplest way is to move the material
from the pile and restack it alongside.Try to put the outer
part of the old pile into the centre of the new pile, to
increase uniformity of decomposition.

Moisture
If the pile becomes too dry, the decay process will slow
down. Organic waste needs water to decompose. The
rule of thumb is to keep the pile as moist as a wrung-out
sponge.Too much water is just as detrimental as the lack
of water. In an overly wet pile, water replaces the air, cre-
ating an anaerobic environment, slowing decomposi-
tion.

Organic Materials
Almost any organic material is suitable for a compost
pile. The pile needs a proper ratio of carbon-rich materi-
als, or "browns," and nitrogen-rich materials, or "greens."
Among the brown materials are dried leaves, straw, and
wood chips. Nitrogen materials are fresh or green, such
as grass clippings and kitchen scraps.

Mixing certain types of materials or changing the pro-
portions can make a difference in the rate of decomposi-
tion. Achieving the best mix is more an art gained
through experience than an exact science.The ideal ratio
approaches 25 parts browns to 1 part greens. Judge
the amounts roughly equal by weight. Too much carbon
will cause the pile to break down too slowly, while too
much nitrogen can cause odor. The carbon provides
energy for themicrobes,and thenitrogenprovides protein.

What materials can be composted?
Grass Clippings break down quickly and contain as
much nitrogen asmanure.Since fresh grass clippings will
clump together, become anerobic, and start to smell,mix
them with plenty of brown material. If you have a lot of
grass clippings to compost, leave or spread them to bake
in the sun for at least a day.Once they begin to turn pale
or straw-like, they can be used without danger of sour-
ing. Avoid grass clippings that contain pesticide or herbi-
cide residue, unless a steady rain has washed the residue
from the grass blades.

Leaves represent a large percentage of total yard waste.
If you can mow over them, they will reduce in size mak-
ing them easier to store until you can use them in the
pile, and they will decompose faster - an issue with larg-
er leaves.They are loaded with minerals brought up from
the tree roots and are a natural source of carbon.

Consider composting leaves on their own, as they make
valuable leaf mould.

A few leaf species such as live oak, southern magnolia,
and holly trees are too tough and leathery for easy com-
posting. Avoid all parts of the black walnut tree as they
contain a plant poison that survives composting.
Eucalyptus leaves can be toxic to other plants. And avoid
using poison oak, poison ivy, and sumac.

Wood Ashes from a wood burning stove or fireplace can
be added to the compost pile. Ashes are alkaline, so add
no more than 2 gallon-sized buckets-full to a pile with
3'x3'x3' dimensions. They are especially high in potassi-
um. Don't use coal ashes, as they usually contain large
amounts of sulphur and iron that can injure your plants.
Used charcoal briquettes don't decay much at all, so it's
best not to use them.

Garden Refuse should make the trip to the pile. All of
the spent plants, thinned seedlings, and deadheaded
flowers can be included.Most weeds and weed seeds are
killed when the pile reaches an internal temperature
above 130 degrees,but somemay survive.To avoid prob-
lems don't compost weeds with persistent root systems,
and weeds that are going to seed.

Spoiled Hay or Straw makes an excellent carbon base
for a compost pile, especially in a place where few leaves
are available. Hay contains more nitrogen than straw.
They may contain weed seeds, so the pile must have a
high interior temperature.The straw's little tubes will also
keep the pile breathing.

Manure is one of the finest materials you can add to any
compost pile. It contains large amounts of both nitrogen
and beneficial microbes. Manure for composting can
come from horses, bats, sheep, ducks, pigs, goats, cows,
pigeons, and any other vegetarian animal. As a rule of
thumb, you should avoid manure from carnivores, as it
can contain dangerous pathogens. Most manures are
considered "hot" when fresh, meaning it is so rich in
nutrients that it can burn the tender roots of young
plants or overheat a compost pile, killing off earthworms
and friendly bacteria. If left to age a little, however, these
materials are fine to use.

Construction Tips
The ideal heap is usually rectangular with vertical sides
and a flat top. In order to have enoughmass to retain the
heat which the pile needs in order to decompose, the
minimum effective size of a compost heap is approx
3ftx3ftx3ft. If the heap is too big, the centre may not get
sufficient air, and therefore will not decompose,or will do
so only slowly. This can be overcome by turning the pile
periodically, or by inserting tubes to provide air holes.

Keep the pile in a sunny spot to trap solar heat and keep
the temperature of the pile up so as to aid decomposi-
tion. When choosing your site, look for some shelter to
protect the pile from freezing cold winds which could
slow down the decaying process. Build the pile over soil
or lawn rather than concrete or asphalt, to take
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advantage of the earthworms, beneficial microbes, and
other decomposers, which will migrate up and down as
the seasons change. Uncovered soil also allows for
drainage. If the weather is very wet, prevent the heap
becoming over-wet by covering it. An old carpet can
work well, as it will also help to retain the heat. Plastic, or
polythene such as silage covers, does not work, as they
prevent air circulation.

A simple heap can be constructed by putting in four
strong corner posts and forming sides with wooden slats
(leaving gaps for air circulation), wire mesh, or netting.
Wooden pallets make ideal sides.

How should I arrange the materials in the compost
heap?
On bare earth/ grass, place a thin layer of coarse material
such as chopped up hedge trimmings, and then add soft
greenery. Alternate layers of woody and green material.
Layers should never be more than 6” deep. Green layers
should be thinner than woody layers (remember the 25:1
ratio). If the material is too dry, add water.

After a couple of months, form over so the outer materi-

als are moved to the centre, where they will decay more
quickly.

Compost escalators are available commercially to help
speed up the rotting process.The idea is to introduce the
micro-organisms needed for decomposition. These will
build up naturally over time within the heap, but adding
an escalator speeds up this process.

When starting a new compost heap, keep some rotted
material from the last heap,which will contain the bene-
ficial micro-organisms and will help get the new heap off
to a good start.

Worms can also be added to compost heaps to aid the
composting process. This is known as vermiculture. Kits
are available commercially.Worms are just added to the
heap and they work away themselves.
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Appendix A – Sample 3 Year Tidy Towns Plan - Drum Development Association – presented by Angela

Graham at the February 2006 network meeting

Some General Pointers for a 3 Year Plan:

� Be realistic in your planning
� Look at what you have at your disposal in your community ~ skilled people,materials that can be recycled
� Brainstorm early in the year with your committee on all the great work that you do and record it & refer to it in

your plan
� Look for advice from appropriate sources
� Concentrate on the positives, and not the negatives
� Give yourself time to prepare the plan, your first plan will take a number of hours, the following two years will be

considerably easier, consisting of mainly updating your existing plan, and adding in new projects etc
� Identify your main projects for the year, who is responsible for carrying out the work etc and list them.
� Don’t take on more than you are able to maintain, it is easy to write down 101 tasks, but a lot more difficult to

accomplish these
� Mention the mundane, day-by-day, week-by-week tasks.These can be overlooked when considering grander

schemes
� Don’t shy away from problem areas,mention them in your plan and outline the reasons why they are a problem

in Year 1, and what your group is trying to do about it in subsequent years
� Consider who your partners are in the work and mention how you work together in co-operation i.e. local

council/schools/Rural Social Scheme
� Take photos, before and after, of work/projects that are ongoing and include these in your application
� Your map to accompany the plan is a vital part of the application; don’t expect the Judges to know where every

thing is. You want to make the most of your entry and highlight your hard work, so grasp the opportunity. Put a
bit of thought into this and imagine that you are a stranger coming to your area and the information that you
would need to discover the great deeds of the local Tidy Towns group

� This map should have an accompanying index, clearly identifying the projects and sites of interest. This would
include such items as nesting boxes, wildlife signage or even a new flowerbed

� Make the most of this 3 year plan, it is your chance to impress!

Year 1

Making & positioning of bird boxes

Community spring clean in conjunc-
tion with Monaghan County
Council/local schools/CE Schemes

Maintenance of trees, shrubs, kerbs,
footpaths and walls

Plant 10 native trees in National Tree
PlantingWeek e.g. ash, birch, rowan

Year 2

Maintaining existing bird boxes and
adding additional nesting boxes

Community spring & autumn clean
ups in conjunction with Monaghan
County Council/local schools etc

Maintenance of trees, shrubs, kerbs,
footpaths and walls

Care and nurturing of 10 native trees

Year 3

Identifying the types of birds using
existing boxes, cleaning of older
boxes and erection of a number of
new boxes

Community spring & autumn clean
ups in conjunction with Monaghan
County Council/local schools etc

Maintenance of trees, shrubs, kerbs,
footpaths and walls

Care and nurturing of 10 native trees.
Plant further trees.
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Appendix B:
Carrickmacross’s entry form for the National Tidy Towns 2005
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Appendix D – CLÁR Electoral Divisions in Co.Monaghan

DED Name In CLÁR?

Aghabog Yes
Anketell Grove Yes
Anny Yes
Annyalla Yes
Ballybay Rural Yes
Ballymackney No
Bellanode No
Bocks Yes
Bragan Yes
Broomfield Yes
Caddagh Yes
Carrickaslane Yes
Carrickatee Yes
Carrickmacross Rural No
Castleblayney Rural No
Castleshane Yes
Church Hill Yes
Clones Yes
Clones Rural Yes
Clontibret Yes
Cormeen Yes
Corracharra Yes
Creeve Yes
Cremartin Yes
Crossalare Yes
Currin Yes
Dawson Grove Yes
Derrygorry Yes
Donaghmoyne No
Drum Yes
Drumboory No

Drumcarrow Yes
Drumgurra Yes
Drumhillagh Yes
Drumsnat No
Drumully Yes
Emyvale Yes
Enagh See end of table
Figullar Yes
Glaslough Yes
Greagh Yes
Inishkeen Yes
Killeevan Yes
Killylough Yes
Killymurry Yes
Killynenagh Yes
Kilmore Yes
Kiltybegs Yes
Laragh Yes
Lisnaveane Yes
Lough Fea No
Monaghan Rural No
Mullyash Yes
Newbliss Yes
Raferagh Yes
Rackwallace Yes
Scotstown No
Shanmullagh Yes
Sheskin Yes
St.Tierney Yes
Tedavnet Yes
Tehallen No
Tullycorbet Yes

There are two Enaghs in Co.Monaghan.One is in CLÁR, the other isn’t. The Enagh in South Monaghan is not in
CLÁR.The Enagh in North Monaghan is.

None of the Urban DED’s are in CLÁR, as it is a rural programme.
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Appendix E: – Who’sWho &What’sWhat in Co.Monaghan

Monaghan Community Forum

An all-county all-group body which represents the interests of all community & voluntary groups in the county.

Monaghan Community Forum was founded in 2000, in tandem with the setting up of Monaghan County
Development Board. Its purpose is to provide a vehicle through which the community & voluntary sector's voice is
heard at decision-making level.
It does this through:

� Representation - the Forum provides support to community reps on over 20 different Boards and bodies.They
also organise submissions from the Community Sector on subjects affecting it, such as the introduction of a
Scheme of Development Contributions by Monaghan County Council.

� Information - They seek to ensure all groups have access to the latest information.This is done by posting
information to their website, www.monaghancdb.ie/forum, running regular slots on Northern Sound radio and in
the Northern Standard newspaper, and by sending e-bulletins to the Information Officers (see below).

� Communication - They use a network of Information Officers to get information from the various Community
Reps out to the groups, and to bring issues affecting groups to the attention of the Community Reps
Have you appointed an Information Officer to your committee?

� Consultation – The Forum is the Statutorily-recognised Voice of the Community, and as such is the first port of
call for bodies wishing to engage in community consultation.They have produced their own Guide to
Community Consultation for Co Monaghan,which is available on this website.

EVERY COMMUNITY GROUP SHOULD REGISTERWITH THE FORUM
Groups can register online at www.monaghancdb.ie/forum, or by phoning Forum support worker Dara
MacGhabhainn on 047 38140.

Monaghan Community Network
Started out in the 1990’s as a way for groups involved in community development projects to get together and learn
from one another. Now has its own staff and runs a number of programmes. It is one of six networks which are affili-
ated to the Community Forum. A group may be a member of the Network and also of the Forum.

Monaghan County Development Board
Set up in 2000 in every local authority area in Ireland, the CDB as it is known brings together all the key players in
development in the county. Their task is to devise and then oversee the implementation of a 10 year Strategy for
developing Co Monaghan economically, socially and culturally. This document is called the County Development
Strategy.

There are four ‘pillars’ represented on the CDB – the electedmembers, state agencies, local development agencies and
the social partners.

There are a number of sub-committees working on various aspects of the Strategy.These include:
� Social Inclusion Measures Group, Education Forum, Industrial Forum
� Social Development Working Group
� Arts & Culture Working Group
� EconomyWorking Group
� Agriculture and Environment Working Group

Monaghan County Enterprise Board
Again, there is one of these in every local authority area in Ireland. Its function is to encourage local people to start
up businesses, and to support small local businesses to grow.They deal with firms with under 10 employees. Bigger
firms are looked after by Enterprise Ireland.

The CEB is autonomous, with its own CEO, but is linked to the local authority. It is based in a separate building – the
M:TEK building opposite the army barracks on the Armagh Road out of Monaghan Town.

Monaghan County Enterprise Fund
In addition to organising training and providing advice to small firms, the County Enterprise Board administers a fund
which provides grants to small enterprises.
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Cavan Monaghan LEADER
Cavan Monaghan Rural Development
This is one and the same.The actual agency is called Cavan Monaghan Rural Development Co-Operative Society Ltd,
and is based in the Agricultural College in Ballyhaise. The society has since its set-up administered the EU LEADER
Programme in Cavan and Monaghan. Hence most people call it Cavan Monaghan LEADER.

ADM
Area Development Management.This is a national organisation which runs a number of disadvantaged-focused pro-
grammes for the government. It is the ‘boss’of the Local Partnerships,of which there is one in CoMonaghan – County
Monaghan Partnership. In January 2006, ADM changed its name to POBAL

ADM/CPA
ADM (see above) joined up with another agency,Combat Poverty Agency a few years ago and were successful in bid-
ding to become the delivery agents for the Peace I and most of the Peace II programme in the border counties.They
have an office in Monaghan town. They also run part of the INTERREG programme. In January 2006, they changed
their name to BORDER ACTION

County Monaghan Partnership
Based in Castleblayney, this is a local initiative which aims to tackle disadvantage in Co Monaghan. It produces a plan
which identifies the local needs, and on this basis receives funding from the government to deliver support to the
identified ‘target groups’.These include women, young people, refugees and asylum seekers, immigrant workers, trav-
ellers, the disabled, the long term unemployed and low income farm families.

Following a direction from the Dept of Community Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, County Monaghan Partnership and
Cavan Monaghan LEADER are to be amalgamated into one structure. The Dept refers to this move as a ‘cohesion
process’. The new amalgamated body is to be calledMonaghan Integrated Local Development Board.

County Development Strategy
This is the framework for all economic, cultural and social development in Co Monaghan. All development activity in
the county is covered under the 12 themes and 340 actions contained in the Strategy. All agencies are supposed to
consult the strategy when they are developing their plans, etc. Groups applying for funding are often asked by the
funders to identify how their proposal fits into the priorities identified in the Strategy.

County Development Plan
This is the planning document produced every five years by the planning section in Monaghan County Council. It lays
down what is and is not permissible in terms of new developments, where development is allowed, what structures
are protected etc.

Office of Community & Enterprise
In the late 90’s there was a move to reform Local Government. As part of this, the management structure of local
authorities was changed.The old ‘county secretary’ and ‘county engineer’ titles were done away with, and instead the
functions of the Councils were organised under Sections,each with its own Director who is responsible directly to the
County Manager. An entirely new section was created to deal with new roles given to the Council under local gov-
ernment reform – that of supporting the development of communities and of enterprise.The Office of Community &
Enterprise provides the administrative backup to the County Development Board, among other tasks. It also runs the
Peace II Task Force in CoMonaghan, and administers the County Council’s Community Development Fund every year.

Community Development Fund
This is an annual fund provided by Monaghan County Council. Its aim is to support community groups in developing
their local areas. It usually opens for applications in April with decisions made at the July Council meeting.

Blackwater Regional Partnership
This is a joint committee of council which involved Monaghan County Council, Armagh City & District Council and
Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council. It has its own manager and staff and is based in Caledon, Co Tyrone. It
runs a number of EU-funded programmes.
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Monaghan Sports Partnership
Set up in 2006 with funding from the Irish Sports Council. The Partnership is based in Ballybay. Its aim is to promote
the participation in sport of all people, young and old. The Board is representative of all the agencies with a role to
play in supporting sports provision in the county, and of the various sports activities. A Sports Strategy will be pro-
duced in early 2008. More information is available on www.monaghancdb.ie/sport

Comhairle na nÓg
Arising from the National Children’s Strategy, all local authorities are obliged to support a Junior Council. The aim is
to give young people a voice in the decisions which affect them. In Co Monaghan, there is a Comhairle na nÓg for
secondary school-aged young people, and a Comhairle na bPaisti for younger children.Monaghan and Cavan CDB’s
joined together and secured funding from Peace II to run the Cavan Monaghan Youth Active Citizenship project,
which has a dedicatedYouth Development Officer who ensures that the Comhairlai meet regularly and have a mean-
ingful input into Council policy. The project is based in the Community & Enterprise section of the Council. More
information can be found at www.cavanmonaghanyouth.org
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Appendix F: – Useful Contact Numbers

Monaghan County Council

Main Office ........................................................................................................................047 30500

Office of Community & Enterprise ............................................................................047 38140

Environment Section ......................................................................................................047 30592

Enviromental Awareness Officer..................Moira Kelly ........................................047 30592

Heritage Officer ................................................Shirley Clerkin ................................047 38140

Tourism Officer ..................................................Dympna Condra..............................047 71818

DogWarden ......................................................Jim McMahon ................................087 6623876

County Library ..................................................Joe McElvaney ................................047 51143

Arts Office ..........................................................Somhairle MacConghail ..............047 71114

Scotch Corner Materials ................................Recovery Facility ............................047 80888

Area Offices
North Monaghan Area Office ......................047 87387

Newbliss Area ....................................................047 54005

Castleblayney Area ..........................................042 974 0043

Carrickmacross Area ........................................042 966 1240

Confidential Freephone (for littering, illegal dumping etc)- 1800 200014

Out of Hours Emergency Numbers:

Area Contact Person Phone Number

Machinery Yard Seamus Kelly 087 2076533

Monaghan Area Seamus Sherry 087 2737193

Monaghan Town Council Dan Collins 087 2424222

Clones Area Michael Leonard 087 2041672

047 54928

Clones Town Council Pat Brady 087 7995743

Castleblayney Area Colm Lynch 087 6501833

Castleblayney Town Council John Hennessy 087 9272375

Carrickmacross Area Michael Duffy 087 6873154

Carrickmacross Town Council Patsy McKenna 087 6380577

Other Emergency Numbers:
ESB Networks 1850 372 999 – for power failure, damage to cables etc

ESB Networks 1850 372 772 – for broken street lights etc

Fire Service: 999
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Other Services:

Dept of Environment, Heritage & Local Government – Tidy Towns Unit: ...................... 01 888 2300/2301

County Monaghan Partnership......................................................................................................042 9749500

....................................................................................................................................................................www.monaghanpartnership.com

Monaghan Volunteer Bureau ........................................................................................................042 9754551

Rural Social Scheme ..........................................................................................................................042 4338477

Cavan Monaghan LEADER ..............................................................................................................042 4338477

....................................................................................................................................................................www.cmrd.ie

HSE Health Promotion Unit ............................................................................................................047 77042

Wildlife Centre, Clontibret – Peadar Morgan: ..........................................................................047 80632

BallybayWetlands Centre - ............................................................................................................042 9748022

Irish Farm Film Plastics Group - Freephone ..............................................................................1800 300 444.

Irish Seed Savers ................................................................................................................................ 061 921856

Coyle Hamilton Insurance Brokers ..............................................................................................01 6616211

BHP Insurance:......................................................................................................................................1890 666 111

Youmust have your Community Forum Reg.No. to hand when you ring in.

Monaghan Community Forum - Dara MacGabhainn ..........................................................047 38140

Community CCTV Scheme ............................................................................................................01 6028355

Foroige: Erica Reade ..........................................................................................................................047 72712

Monaghan Youth Federation:Mary Lynch ................................................................................042 9751000

Media Contacts:
News Items

Anglo Celt – Tom Carron ................................0494331100 ......................................Email tom@anglocelt.ie

Belfast Telegraph ..............................................01 4758433........................................Carmel.McEneaney@knowhow.ie

Dundalk Democrat - Joe Mc Cabe ..............042 9661689 ....................................carrick@dundalkdemocrat.ie

Fermanagh or Tyrone papers ......................00447828251422 ..........................Damien Donnelly :

..................................................................................................................................................damiendonnelly@aol.com

Irish Independent..............................................01 7055333........................................inews@unison.independent.ie

Irish Times ............................................................01 6758000........................................news@irish-times.ie

Meath Leader ......................................................046 49333 ..........................................

Metro Eireann ....................................................01-878-3223 or 01-878-3441

Monaghan Post ..................................................047 77300 ..........................................denise@monaghanpost.com

Newstalk Radio Station ..................................Tel: 01 6445131 ................................newsroom@newstalk.ie

Northern Sound ................................................047 72666 ..........................................northernsound@eircom.net

Northern Standard............................................047 82188 ..........................................News items:

..................................................................................................................................................newsdesk@northern-standard.ie

..................................................................................................................................................Advertisements:

..................................................................................................................................................ads@northern-standard.ie

..................................................................................................................................................Village News items:

..................................................................................................................................................notes@northern-standard.ie

..................................................................................................................................................GAA Club Notes:

..................................................................................................................................................notes@northern-standard.ie

..................................................................................................................................................GAA news reports:

..................................................................................................................................................gaa@northern-standard.ie

..................................................................................................................................................Patsy McArdle

..................................................................................................................................................patsymcardle@eircom.net

RTE ..........................................................................01 2083111........................................smithje@rte.ie (jennifer, news section)

RTE Dundalk ........................................................042 9338414
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Photographers

Rory Geary ..........................................................087 2399260

JimmyWalsh........................................................042 9740754 ......................................................photowalsh@eircom.net

John McAvinney ................................................042 9741164 / 087 2593131

Ken Doyle ............................................................047 83212

Websites
Tidy Towns ............................................................................................................................................www.tidytowns.ie

Dept of Environment, Heritage & Local Government ..........................................................www.environ.ie

Dept of Community, Rural & Gaeltacht Affairs – (for CLAR) ..............................................www.pobail.ie

Dept of Arts, Sport & Tourism ........................................................................................................www.arts-sport-tourism.gov.ie

Monaghan Arts Office ......................................................................................................................www.monaghanartsoffice.org

Heritage Council ................................................................................................................................www.heritagecouncil.ie

Monaghan Community Forum ....................................................................................................www.monaghancdb.ie/forum

Monaghan County Council ............................................................................................................www.monaghan.ie

Irish Seed Savers ..................................................................................................................................www.irishseedsavers.ie

Compost Guide ..................................................................................................................................www.compostguide.com

Central Statistics Office ....................................................................................................................www.cso.ie

Dept of Agriculture (details of Neighbourwoods Scheme) ................................................www.agriculture.gov.ie

Special EU Programmes Body ......................................................................................................www.eugrants.org

Conservation Volunteers ................................................................................................................www.cvi.ie
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Appendix G: – Useful Publications

Monaghan Community Forum – Community Facilities booklet – available from the Forum

Monaghan Community Forum – Guide to Community Consultation – available from the Forum

Heritage Council – guide on wildlife conservation for community groups – available from the Heritage Council

Monaghan County Council – County Development Plan – sets out what can and can’t be done in terms of physical

development in the county. Available online at www.monaghan.ie

Monaghan County Development Board – 10Year Strategy for Social, Cultural and Economic Development 2002-

2012 – available online at www.monaghancdb.ie. Also available online is the CDB’s action plan for 2006-2008

Combat Poverty Agency – A Guide to Good Employment Practice in the Community & Voluntary Sector –

available from the CPA 01 6706746 Price €10

National Tidy Towns Handbook
- the chapter headings & what they cover:

Facts 1: Planning a Project

Getting a group together, aims and objectives, surveying your area,planning your programme,presenting ideas,pub-

licity, motivation, campaigning, dealing with planning issues.

Facts 2: Gathering the Resources

Volunteers, support and supervision,material and equipment, finance, assistance and funding, advice and information

Facts 3: Technical Matters

Finding the owner, obtaining permission, types of agreement,planning permission, insurance,health and safety, legal

matters.

Actions 1: Surveying Your Area

Approach roads, the core of the town, open spaces, wildlife areas, and the overall environment, action you can take.

Actions 2: General Improvements

Where to begin, individual action, community action,major improvements, restoration and conservation.

Actions 3: Start the Big Clean Up

Working with the local authority, duration of the clean-up, publicity, who to involve, how to carry out the work, graf-

fiti, vandalism, derelict sites and buildings, derelict churchyards.

Actions 4:The Built Environment

Architectural character, colour and buildings, shop fronts, paving, residential areas.

Actions 5: Landscape Treatment

The landscape setting, the planting plan, aspects of planting design and management, new ways with annuals, com-

munity gardens, creating a safe play area.

Actions 6:Wildlife and Natural Amenities

Getting started, habitat survey, developing a management plan, carrying out the work, creating a wildlife area, a few

golden rules, types of wildlife area.

Actions 7:Maintaining Grass Areas

Lawns,winter playing fields, rough turf,meadows - spring and summerwildflowermeadows and how to establish and

manage them.

A copy of the handbook is available to each Tidy Towns Committee from: The Tidy Towns Unit, Department of the
Environment and Local Government, Custom House,Dublin 1. Telephone 01 888 2300/2301

Tidy Towns Network Resource Handbook April 2008
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Appendix H: – Membership of the Network, Spring 2008

If you spot a wrong contact name, or your group isn’t listed, please contact Monaghan County Council,who maintain
our mailing list.

Contact: Office of Community & Enterprise,Monaghan County Council 047 38140

Tidy Towns Groups

Contact Person Name of Group

Aidan Deighan Ardaghey Tidy Towns Association
Verona McGettigan Ballinode Tidy Towns
Eoin O Mathuna Ballybay Tidy Towns
Gerard Hand Carrickmacross Tidy Towns
Eugene Flood Carrickroe Tidy Towns
Patrick Conlon Castleblayney Tidy Towns
Diane Kendrick Glaslough Tidy Towns
Clinton O'Rourke Inniskeen Tidy Towns
Rosemary Connolly Killeevan Tidy Towns
Jenny Blackburn Milltown Tidy Towns
Dympna Quinn Milltown-Monaghan Tidy Towns
Adelaide McCormick Monaghan Tidy Towns
Nicola Anderson Newbliss Tidy Towns
Alice Burke Rockcorry Tidy Towns Ass. / Boyher Res Ass.
Patricia Doody Rockcorry Village Tidy Towns
Mary Donaghy Scotshouse Tidy Towns
Mackie Rooney Scotstown Tidy Towns Committee
Brendan Treanor Smithboro Tidy Towns
John Duffy Threemilehouse Tidy Towns
Eamon McNally Tydavnet Tidy Towns

Residents Associations
Michael Duffy Ardbanagher Residents Association
Theresa Duffy Ashview Court Residents
Gerry McDermot Beechgrove Lawns Residents Association
Jimmy McGuiness Beechgrove Residents Association
Alice Burke Boyher Residents
Brendan Doran Bramley Grove Residents Association
Carmel Redmond Bree Residents Association
Peter McAleer Cherry Park Residents Group
Pauline Maguire Clonseady Residents Association
Sean Croarkin Corrybrennan Pk Residents Association
Frank McQuaid CPAC (Corleadargan Residents)
Nuala Mc Quillan Crescent Residents Association
Kathleen Dodd Derryolam Park Residents Association
PatConlon Drumcrew Residents Association
Kathleen Hughes Drumillard Residents Association
Eugene Brady Drumlynn Manor Residents Association
John Nutley Glencove Manor Residents Association
Michelle Mayne Glenowen Residents Association
Liam Kelly Inniskeen Residents Association
Kevin Boylan Inniskeen Residents Association
John Finn Lakeview Residents Association
Majella Linden Lakeview Heights Residents Association
Eamonn Mac Maghnuis Largy Residents Group
Bernadette Reilly Loch Mor Residents Association
Brendan Treanor Magherarney Residents Association
Una Forde Manorwood Residents Association
Dympna Quinn Milltown Residents Association
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Mary Morgan Moys Residents Association
Patrick Connolly Mulladuff Residents Association
Sheila Connolly Mullaghmatt & Cortolvin Residents Ass.
Sharon O Neill Sruth an Mhuilinn Residents Association
Bernard Nolan Rosevale Residents Association
Margaret Tomany Tailte an Chlochair Res Assoc
Stephen Marron The Crescent Residents
Janice Cullen TheWillows Residents Association
John Duffy Threemilehouse Residents Association
Peggy McMahon Tully Residents Association
Gerry Armstrong Tyholland Residents Association
Gavin Shipley Woodlands Residents Association

Development Associations

Eileen Kelly Aghabog & Area Community Association
Edel Logue Aghabog Development Association
Regina Macklin Ardaghey Community Development Assoc
Stanley Wilson Ashburton Community Development Ltd
Owen Bannigan Aughnamullen Development Association
Gerry Murray Ballinode Community Projects Ltd
Christina Cassidy Ballybay Development Association
AnnWalsh Bawn Housing & Community Association
Teresa Carolan Cloughvalley Local Dev Grp
Patrick Boyle Bawn Rural Development Association
Tommy Duffy Broomfield Aghnafarcon Development Association
Josie Brady Clara Development Group
Olivia Kennedy Clontibret Development Association
Teresa Carolan Cloughvalley Local Dev Grp
Francis O'Callaghan Connons Development Association
Marion Murphy Corcaghan Development Association
Peader Marron Corduff/Referagh Develop Association
PatCallery Donagh Development Association
Tom Fee Donaghmoyne Development Association
Eamonn Connolly Doohamlet Development Group
Barbara Stewart Drum Development Association
Peter McMahon Emyvale Development
Betty McConnon Killanny Development Group
Ciaran McEntee Kilmore & Drumsnat Development
Bernadette McCarra Knockatallon Dev Committee
Alice Forde Latton Social Services & Development Ltd
Marie Coyle Leitrim Community Development
John McEneaney Lisdoonan Development Association
James McMahon Lough Egish Community Development
Tom Carroll Magheracloone Community Group
Dan McNally Mullyash Community Group
Brian McAdoo Newbliss Development Group Ltd
Alan Hannon Oram Community Development Association
Rosaleen Shannon Scotshouse Community Development Assoc.
Brian McKenna Truagh Development Partnership
Joe Heron Ulster Canal Development Committe
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Other Stakeholders registered with the Network

Teresa McGuirk Ballybay Town Council
Frances O Callaghan Carrickmacross Town Council
Jerome Savage Castleblayney Town Council
Geraldine Killen Clones Town Council
Marie Deighan Monaghan Town Council
Gerry Mulligan ‘A’ Club Ardaghey
Oonagh McKenna Ballybay Tourism & Angling Assoc
Mara O'Reilly Ballybay Youth Federation
Olive Bolger Blayney Blades
Eugene Flood Carrickroe Community Centre
Celine McArdle Castleblayney Arts & Community Centre
Rosemary Hughes-Merry Castleblayney Camogie Club
Josephine Treanor Clones Community Forum
Breege Lenihan Co.Monaghan Community Network
Dianne McPhelin Early Years Playgroup
Moira Kelly Environment Section
Claire Bellis GROW
Maureen McIntyre Ionad na nÒg
Jill Condell Monaghan Presbyterian Youth Ministry
Mary O Connor Monaghan Town Community Games
Michae Connolly Monaghan Transition Group
Angie McKenna Mullaghmatt & Cortolvin Community House
Vincent Kieran North Monaghan Bee Keepers
Kathleen Murphy ThreemilehouseWomens Education Group
Joe Heron Ulster Canal Development Committee
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Monaghan County Council
www.monaghan.ie


